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3 Candidates

Mrs. Belle DeVries Norval

Succumbs

Seek Same

at

83

Mrs. Belle De Vriee. 83, who
made her home with her sister
and brother-in-law,Mr. and Mrs.
August Deising of 459 Cleveland

.

Council Seat
A

5,

1961

Trimpe

Nomed Heqd

of

Research Group
LANSING - Norval J.

Trimpe.

Sheriff

Notes

Enters Guilty

Department's
Growth

'60

in

Plea

to

Burglary

primary election for the city
34, former Holland resident, Wed- ' GRAND HAVEN
The year
Feb. 20 seemed assured today with Ave., died unexpectedly late Tuesnesday was named head of the 1960 was a year of change and
the announcement that petitions day at the home of her niece and
State Civil Service Commission'! expansion for the Ottawa County
are being circulatedfor three can- nephew. Mr. and Mrs. Bill Brewer
Research Division. ^
didates for councilman-at-largefor of 437 Cleveland Ave.
Sheriff'sDepartment. It was a
one four-year
Franklin K, DeWald, Hate per- year in which the long-soughtnew
Mrs. De Vries was staying with
Latest to apply for petitions dre the Brewers while Mr. and Mrs. sonnel director, made the ancounty jail became a reality, with
incumbent William Heeringawho Deising were vacationing in Cal- nouncement today. Trimpe was
had served as councilman-at-largeifornia. Mrs. De Vries had been selected on the basis of a state- construction now proceedingtoZEELAND
Zeeland Police
for four years and Councilman suffering with a heart ailment wide promotion examination, one ward a Jan. 1961 completion date.
Chief Lawrence Veldheer presentNelson Bosman, third ward coun- since last July. She was born in of the first of its kind to be held The new jail was the biggest
ed a yearly report of Police Decilman whose position is preempted Ludingtonand has lived in Hol- in Michigan, DeWald said.
item this year for the department
by the change of ward and pre- land for the past 50 years.
Trimpe entered state service in which also saw changes and ex- partment activities for I960 to City
cinct boundaries effective Jan. 1.
She was the widow of Jake De 1949 after receiving his degree pansion within its ranks. Four new Council at its regular meeting in
Bosman who has served as third Vries who died in April 1929. She from Michigan State University. men and one woman were added
City Hall Tuesday night.
ward couneilmanfor four years was a member of Third Reformed He received his pre-college school- to the department,giving he
There wgre 87 accident! in the
now lives in the first ward. His church, the Ladies Adult Bible ing in Holland.
departmenta strength of 25 per-

term.

-

Submit Annual

?

Police Report
-

GRAND HAVEN

-William

Arnold Pate. 25, of 139 West Sixth
St.. Holland, pleaded guilty in Ottawa Circuit Court today u> a
charge of breakingand entering
in the nighttime involvinga breakin about Dec. 2b at the Holland

Co-op Harlem Branch in which
$217:68 was allegedly taken.
On suggestionof the prosecuting
attorney. Pate's $1,500 bond was
reduced to $500 and it was expected bond, would be furnished. He
will return for sentence

Feb.

17.

Pate's companion, Rex Webbert,
22. of 248 West 13th St., Holland, .
city during i960 including 12 perposition on Council, however, runs
sons.
is awaiting examination Jan. 17 on
class and the Women's Guild.
until the new Council takes over.
One
detectiveand one new sonal injury mishaps in which 15 a similar charge. The two men
Surviving are three sisters, Mrs.
Also running for Councilman-atcruiserwere added at the Holland persons were injured. A fatal ac- allegedly entered the building on
Archie Layton of Lake Mills. Wis.;
large is WilUam J. Van Ark of 598
branch of the department. One cident in Septemberwas 'he first the second floor by tearing out a
Mrs. Chris Peterson of Ludington
GraafschapRd. He already has
extra full-time deputy along with
sectionof the wall.
and Mrs. August Deising of Holtraffic fatality irr* Zeeland since
filed one petitionsigned by first
one
new
cruiser in the Marne
Mrs. MargaretBeebe. 40. Spring
land; one brother, Alex Le Clair
ALLEGAN
Fred McDonald.
ward residents.
area also were among additionsto July 19.56.
Lake, pleaded not guilty to negliof Ludington.
Allegan attorney,has been electClerk Clarence Grevengoed said
.Veldheer said I960 saw a de- gent homicide, and her trial will
the Sheriff's staff.
Funeral services will be held led chairman of the Waukazoo
candidates for ward positionsrecrease of four in the number of be set during the January term,
’Hie
department
obtained
a
new
Monday at 1:30 p.m. at the Dyk- District Boy Scout committee,
quire 20 tq 40 signaturesto qualify.
mishaps over 1959, but he said two She is charged in connection wilh
stra Funeral Chapel with the Rev. succeedingMax Welsh, also of outboard patrol boat for its water
Candidates for position of Councilmore persons were injured.Prop- a two-car crash Oct. 22 at State
patrol
to
aid
in
curtailing
water
J. A. Veldman of Third Reformed Allegan.
man-at-large need a minimum of
mishaps and boating violations on erty damage resultingfrom acci- Rd. and 144th Ave. near Spring
Church officiating. Burial will be
Welsh, who resigned due to the
60 signatureswith at least 10 sigdents in 1960 was estimated at Lake which claimed the life of
in Rest Lawn Memorial Gardens. press of business outside Allegan, the county's waters.
natures from each of the six wards.
$15,741. or $1,394 less than the Dale Ferns Epplett, (22, Spring
Relatives and friends may meet will remain as a member of the
Deputies investigated560 proSeeking reelectionthis year are
previous year.
Lake.
the family at the Dykstra Vuneral committee,
perly damage accidents in I960
CouncilmanErnest Phillips of the
Zeeland police itopped 1,320 veStove S.ibo, Sr . .VV Grand
Chapel Sunday from 2 to 4 and 7
Committee members also out- and 201 personal injury mishaps hicles and assisted385 motorists. Haven, who pleaded guilty Dec.
first ward and* ohn Van Eerden,
to 9 p.m.
in
which
367
persons
were
injured.
lined plans lor the all-Scout Exfifth ward Councilman now living
Police ticketed 557 drivers, includ- 9 to a charge of drunk driving,
position.scheduled for April 15 Of the county's 23 traffic fatalities ing 67 minors cited to probate
in the new third ward. As yet.
third offense,was placed on pro-,
in Otsego. The event will involve this year, deputies investigatedcourt.
there are no candidates from the
balion for 18 months and ordered
all Cub Packs, Scout Troops and accidents which claimed the lives
fifth ward which takes in .the
Speeding headed the list of traf- to pay $100 fine and $50 costs A
of 13 persons, Non-state report
Explorer Posts in the district.
Allegan County portion of the city
fic offenses with 163 arrests. Fail- jail sentence required by statute
Final plans also are set for the accidentsin the county totaled109, ure to stop for stop signs and was suspendedtemporarily to see
and an area in Ottawa County
district'ssecond annual “Klon- according to Sheriff Bernard signals resulted in 84 arrests. Veld- if he lives up to terms of his'
lying between 28th and 32nd Sts.
Mayor Robert Visscher also is GRAND HAVEN - Grand Haven dike Derby” which will he held Grysen.
heer reported.
The department investigated The department investigated239 probation He surrendered his
Jan. 21 at the Scout cabin on Lake
seeking reelectionfor a two-year
operator'slicense.
will have a primary election Feb.
Allegan. Sled teams representing 4.310 complaints and made 753 complaints in I960 and processed
term.
Mrs. Julia
Vasseur. 18,
20 since seven persons filed petitraffic
arresLs.
In
addition.
346
all Scout troops in the county will
At 1:15 p.m. today. Clerk Grev2.622 applicationsfor drivers li- Muskegon, who pleaded guilty Dec.
tions for two positions on City
be competingfor top three rank- drivers were given warnings for censes.an increaseof 46 over 1959. 9 to carrying a concealed weapon,
engoed issued petitions for Charles
Council before the 5 p.m. deadtraffic offenses and 29 juvenile
G. Shidler. of 143 Glendale Ave., line Tuesday.Had only four per- ing and' the right to representthe
was put on probation for three
district in council competitionFeb. traffic offenders were referred to
as a candidate for fi^st yard counyears. Conditionsare that she pay
sons filed, no primary would be
Several
probate court. Grysen said.
18.
cilman. Shidler is ^President of
$150 costs out of her earnings.She
necessary.
Deputies arrested 348 persons
the Holland Heights area which
cannot leave the state Without perSeeking the two four-yearterms
for misdemeanors and 108 on fel- In Local
annexed to Holland less than two
mission of the court. Her probaare Incumbent Harold Fosher,
ony charges The department reyears ago.
tion will be transferredto MuskeHubert
Jaragosky,
43.
Grand
James Barber. James Smith.
ferred 69 juveniles to probate
Deadline for filing petitionsis
Rapids, paid fine and costs of gon County. '
Louis Murphy. Thomas Fullerton.
authorities
for
offenses
oth0$ihan
In
noon of Feb. 4. Last day for regisPhillip Edward Dillingham, 17,
David Vermeer and George Pur$104.70 in Municipal Court Tuesday
traffic
tering is Monday, Jan. 23. when
and William Ray Walwood, 17,
cell. Joseph Swartz is not seeking
A 43-year-oldHolland man was A total of 848 prisonswere book- after pleading guilty to a charge both of Grand Haven, both pleadClerk Grevengoed's office will be
reelection.
in good conditionTuesday at Hol- ed at the county jail, and 25.282
open from 8 a m. to 8 p m.
of driving while under the influ- ed guilty to charges of larceny
Dr. William Creason is unoppos- land Hospitalwith a gunshot wound meals served to prisoners
from a motor vehicle and were
ed for the unexpired term of two In the right shoulder sufferedin a
The department issued 7.127 ence of intoxicatingliquor.
years formerly held by Glenn hunting mishap Monday.
Others appearing were Daryl releasedon their own recognizance
drivers licenses, the same number
to return for sentence Feb. 17. The
Eaton who was appointed mayor
Henry Van Liere of 144 Reed issued in 1959.
Siedentop.of 120', East 19th St.,
offense involves theft of a carton
after Howard Zuidema left for Ave. was struck in the shoulder Sheriff Department cruisers paIn Sales
overtime parking (three tickets), of toys from a trailer owned by
Detroit. Eaton is unopposed for while he and several companions trolled a total of 341.800 miles in
$9 90; Roger Lee Mulder, of 2484 C and O railroad.
were hunting Monday afternoon 1960
LANSING— The Seven-Up Bottl- mayor.
Frank J. I-orenz.30. CoopersAND THEN
The building which has housed the
Incumbents Nelson Fisher and near Duck Lake in Allegan CounOf the total figures for the de- Prairie Ave.. leaving scene of acing Co. of Central Michigan, Inc.,
ville. and Donald A. Horton. 19,
cident.
$29.70.
Vincent
J.
Hardy,
A1
W.
Schuler
face
no
opposition
F. W. Woolworth Co. for many years will soon come down to
partment. deputies at the Sheriff's
ty.
in its first year of operation,has
Grand Haven, both pleaded guilty
According to persons hunting Branch office in Holland investi- of 3538 Lakeshor*Dr., drag racbeen named winner of the National for new terms on the Board of
make way for a new one-story building with double the floor
to nighttime breaking and entering.
$20:
Stanley
Irwin
Kossen.
with Van Liere, a shot fired by gated a total of 454 accidents.Six
Holiday Sales Contest of Seven-Up Public Works.
space which is expected to be open for business Sept. 1. Top
ing in connection with a break in
MunicipalJudge Jacob Pon- another member of the party ap- fatal accidentsin the southern half route 1. Zeeland, excessive noise,
corporations.
picture shows the three-story building as it appears today
Oct. 30 in the home of the late
$5.
Donald W. Winter, former sales stein and Association Judge Ed- parently ricocheted and struck of the county were investigatedby
and bottom picture shows building years ago when it was the
Robert W. Thompson. Holland, Jes.sie Sorensen in Crockery Townmanager for Seven-Up Bottling ward P. Kirby are unopposedfor Van Liere. The mishap occurred the branch office along with perspeeding.
$20; Alfonso Luna, route ship Lorenz’ bond of $500 was
home of First State Bank, founded in 1889.
sonal injury accidentsin which 233
about 3 p.m.
Co. of Western Michigan at Hoi* reelection.
3.
Fennville.
right of way. $17; continued. Horton did not provide
Of
the
seven
candidates
seeking
.
land, is the president of the new
. Van Liere was taken to Allegan persons were
bond. They will return Jan. 17.
council posts, the names of the Health Center where he was x-rayThe branch office investigatedSteve Stanley Mattias,of 14581
corporationat Lansing.
Robert Earl Mars, 17. Spring
Riley
Ave.,
improper
passing.
$7;
The Central Michigan corpor- four receivingthe highest votes in ed and later was transferred to 2.453 of the county's 4.310 comLake,
a minor at the time he and
ation also brought in the State the primaries will appear on the Holland Hospital where officials plaints and issued 2.339 of the total Marvin Essink. route 1. Hamilton,
two others cut up the lurf at
red
light.
$5;
Percy
Ray
Gemnumber of drivers licenses.
Champion salesmaker. Roderick April ballot.
termed his condition good.
men. Holland, stop sign. $5; Or- Spring Lake Country Club by drivIn Spring Lake, Mrs. Eva O.
Newton of Hastings,Mich., was top
ville
E Bluhm, Muskegon, speed- ing electric carts around last Oct.
seller of .percentageof increase in Workman who has served as jusMrs. Cretia Rifsema
Driver Ticketed After
ing.
$15;
Charles Irving Reynolds. 7. pleaded guilty to a malicious
tice of the peace since the death
sales over the previous year.
destructioncharge. His. bond was
A familiarlandmark in Holland
Dies
in
Grand
Haven
Otsego, excessive noise, $5.
of her husband in 1956, will have Cor Strikes School Bus
continued and he will return Jan.
Is soon to be torn down.
oppositionfor the first time. Her
Former Ganges Resident
GRAND
HAVEN
Mrs. Cfetia
17. Probate Court waived jurisdicA
car
driven by Mrs. Anna H
The F. W. Woolworth store,
opponent will be Warren HorniMrs. Fred Bottema, 87,
tion in the case. Cases of the other
Raad. 39. of 13519 Riley St., struck Ritsema. 78. died at Howard ConDies
in
Casstown,
Ohio
locatedon the southeastcorner of
brook, a retired state police sertwo already have been processed.
the rear of a school bus discharg- valescent Home. Grand Haven. Of Spring Lake Dies
Eighth St. and Central Ave., will
CASSTOWN, Ohio - Clinton geant who was in charge of the ing passengers on Riley St., one- Thursday followinga long illness.
One of the conditionsof the probe razed after the first of the year
state police post at Jonesville
GRAND HAVEN
Mrs. Fred bation was that each pay a third
Nichols. 51, formerly of Ganges.
quarter mile west of US-31, at She wa.s born in CrockeryTownto make way for a modern onewhen he retired ffve years ago.
Bottema. 87. of 109 West Exchange
ZEELAND — Zeeland Board of Mich., died here Monday morning. He previouslyserved at the Grand 3:55 p.m Tuesdayj according to ship and was a resident of this St.. Spring Lake, died Monday of the damage set at $3,190.87.
story building with more than
He
had
made
his home in CassViolet Kay Cook. 18, Muskegon
Ottawa County deputies. None of area 75 years.
double the floor space which is ex- Education will call a special elecHaven post.
morning in Municipal Hospitalfol- Heights, pleaded guilty to unlawtown
for the past 10 years and
the
10
children
aboard
the
bus
was
Her
husband.
Claus,
died
in
pected to be ready for business tion late in Februaryseeking apwas employed at the Burton Nurfully driving away an automobile,
1931. She was a member of First lowing a lingeringillness
hurt.
proval of a $290,000 bond issue to
Sept. 1.
She is the former Clara Bolt- and two companions,James D.
Police Find Stolen Auto
sery.
Deputies
identified the driver of Reformed Church and its Ladies
When the building was built back finance a new elementary school
house of Ferrysburg and had lived Bronson, 18. Grand Haven, and
He is survived by his wife. Holland police Wednesday night the Rose Park Christian School Aid Society.
around 1889. it was the home of on Roosevelt Rd. The date is exFlossie;three sons. ClintonJr. of recovered a stolen car within an bus as Kenneth P. Knoll. 33. of
Surviving are a daughter. Mrs. in this vicinityall her life. She Robert Ewing Hardin. Jr., 18,
First State Bank. The building was ; peeled to be around Feb. 22. acIonia, Mich., and Ted and Larry, hour after it was reported stolen route 2. Holland.Deputies said the Donald Rietdyk of Holland;one was a member of Spring Lake West Olive, pleaded guilty to aiddescribed as the finest of its k nd cording to Supt. Julius F. Schipboth of Holland,Mich. ; four daugh- by its owner. Ed Neumann of bus was stopped and had its flash- son. James B of Grand Haven and Reformed Church
ing and abetting in connection
in the city “being a handsome per.
Besides the husband she is sur- with taking a car from a city
ters. Mrs. Lavonne Uldricks,Mrs. West 40th St. reported to police ers working.
five
grandchildren
If the bond issue passes, the
brick and stone structureof three
Mrs. Raad told officialsshe Funeral services were con- vived by three daughters. Mrs. parking lot Dec. 25. They will reboard hopes to get bids out in Darlene Lundy and the Misses Eva at 8:38 p.m. that his car had been
stories.'’
Ida Parpart of Spring Lake, Mrs. turn Feb. 17. Another companion,
and
Marilyn
Nichols,
all of Hol- taken from the vicinity of Maple- tried to stop, but her car skidded ducted Saturday at 2.K)
at
An article in an old booklet the early summer so that conland, Mich.: five grandchildren: wood Church. Police located the on the slipperypavement She was the Funeral Home with the Rev. Edwin Balgooyen of Grand Rapids, Walter Stille. Jr., 18. West Olive,
added: “The bank interior is fiU struction can start next fall, asone sister, Mrs. Elgie Brooks of 1960 model auto about 9:30 p.m. ticketed for failure to maintain an C. Reynen officiatingBurial will and Mrs. Mann Bogema of Mus- pleaded not, guilty to aiding and
ted in cherry wood and possesses suring completion of the building
kegon; one son. Stephen of Spring abetting and his trial will be
Ganges,
Mich.
at 31st St. and Harrison Ave.
assured clear distance.
be in Spring Lake Cemetery
every convenience and facility for in time for the 1962 school year.
Lake: a sister. Miss Edith Bolt- set during the January term. None
the expedition of business. The
Architect James K. Haveman
house of Spring Lake: four grand- furnished bond.
vault in which valuables are kept was unable to meet with the board
children and two great grandchilis absolutelyfire proof, and con- Tuesday because he fractured a
dren.
tains one of the finest burglar leg Igst Friday. He expects to have
proof steel safes of. modern make, a sketch of the new school before
Appointment of two county as officer members for one-year Lam, valuable art books: from the model the interior of a buildingat
Court Suit Filed Over
.with a Burton & Harris time lock. the election. The board has re- supervisors,four .members to the terms and.Lucien Raven as citi- alumni group of Junior Welfare 193 East Seventh St. for produce
.
•
Dies at
“The bank's officialsare men of tained Hannes Meyers, local at- Board of Review, one member to zen member for a three-year term.
storage, and the other was from blocked Alley 111 City
League, books for the children's
high standing in business circles, torney. to work with Miller, Cam- the Board of Appeals and t’.o
Bohn Aluminum for a passageway
John Brouwer.69. ot r ts \ .rCouncil also adopted a resoluGRAND HAVEN - Harold and
and thoroughlyunderstand the field, Paddock and Stone of De- members to the Holland Planning tion setting hours of the Board of room. $132.
and furnace building There was
gmia PI . Virginia Park died
City Attorney Townsend on be- considerablediscussionon the lat- Chrystal Gee and John and Janet Tuesday noon in Delray Beach,
duties and obligationsrelating to troit in setting up a bond pro- Commission highlighteda regular Review for the first lour days
half
of the special committeeto ter. with CouncilmanErnest Phil- Bremer, all of Holland, have filed Fla . follow ing a stroke he uttered
their positions. The bank accepts
. .
meeting of City Council Wednes- from 9 a m. to noon and 1 to 4
work
out an agreement between lips explaining the situation at suit in Ottawa Circuit seeking on Sunday
deposits fpr savings, from 25 cents
day night.
p m. with one night session from
the city of Holland and Holland Bohn Aluminum where the work clarification of their rights to an
upwards, and pays a good rate of Deputies Charge Driver’
Mr Brouwer was born in Grand
City Auditor John Fonger who 7 to 9 p m. Salary is set at $12
township for the Van Haalte area already has been completed A alley which has been barricaded Rapids and had lived in Holland
interest to
c
•)
l
lives in the Allegan county portion a day.
First officers were‘IsaacCappon. rOUOWing Z-Lar
regarding an annexation settle- recommendationfrom ihi fire de- behind the Tower building De area for the past 14 years. Before
of Holland city was appointed as a
Oaths of office also yere filed
ment. reported that the township partmentcalling for a wall to be fendant in the case is Unity Lodge, coming to Holland he was a meat
president; J. W. Beardslee, vice
city representativeto the Allegan for Elsie
l. Ottawa County deputies charged
Howard as member
had requested some minor changes built on the north end of the furn- also known as Masonic Temple of dealer in Grand Rapids tor many
president:Isaac Marsilje, cashier.
Herbert Myaard, 54. of route 2, County Board of Supervisors suc- of the Hospital Board and Mildred in the agreement previously apHolland
Others on the board of directors
ace room to stop the spread of
years He owned and operated a
Hudsonville.with crossing the cen- ceeding Russell Boeve whose M. Campbell as member of the
Plaintiff* claim they have perproved
by
Council. The amended fire to the passagewaywas eliminwere Dr. Henry Kremers, G. J.
grocery stare at Jenison .Park Deresignation
was
accepted
with
reGreater
Holland
Community
Founter line, causing* a property dampetual rights to a private alley
agreement was approved
Kollen. J. W. Garvelink. G. W.
ated from the final motion'
fore he retiredin 1956
age accident,following a two-car gret. Under the Allegan charter! dation distributioncommittee.
which leads to their properties All
Mokma. G. J. Diekema-and J. C.
A leUer from the Liquor ConCouncil authorizedclosing of
He was a member of Centra!
crash Friday afternoon on Lake- the appointment is indefinite and is
buildingsinvolved are on the west
Council accepted with thanks an
Post, v
City Hall Saturdaymorning on a trol Commission on renewals of
Park Reformed Church and was
wood Blvd., three-quartersof a made by Council.
side of River Ave between Seventh
offer from Hojland Chamber, of.
The bank was the forerunner of
existing license was referred to
serving as elder and vice oresimile west of 120th Ave.
Lawrence Wade was reappointed Commerce for a 20-acre parcel of permanent basis after City Manand Eighth Sts in downtown HolFirst NationalBank which lies
ager Herb Holt reported that the the city manager The letter pointdent of its '•onststory at the preas
one
of
the
city's
representatives
land
land in Holland township, >ist
Deputies said Myaard'a car
diagonally across , from the Wool99-day trial basis had passed and ed out that when no objection to
sent time
to
the
Ottawa
County
Board
d(
Plaintiffs
are
asking
the
court
to
north of Black River and east of
worth store It later became Hol- struck a car driven by Jamea
that the practice is generally ac- an existing license is filed with
Surviving are his wife. Kathryn;
Supervisors by Mayor Robert F. River Ave., lying south of Howard
determinethat they be adjudged:
land State Bank and then First Hacklander. 55, of 90 Gordon St.
the commission that approvalof
ceptable to the public.
three daughters.
Henry
Visscher.
The
Ottawa
county
charowners
of
part
of
the
alley
and
Myaard applied his brakes to stop
Ave., for public recreation and
National Bank.
Council adopted a resolutionto the local legislative body is not reBengelmk
and
Mrs. Donald Mailter provides for a four-year ap- park; purpose*
that they be given
perpetual!
kj
purposes Thu area at Pr«; ^
The bank was incorporatedDec. for a car making a left turn and
the west aide quired. All objectionsmust be filboth of Grand Rapids and
easement to their property They man.
skidded over the center line, strik- pointmentby the mayor. Wade, em is often submerged. Council i
Ave
26. 1889. under the state law. with
in the south | ed by April 1.
S
Walter Kutpers of HoiMrs'
also are asking a mandatory ining the Hacklander vehicle, depu- who has served on the county will assume costs involved in the
KV.Vl'U.Twenty Jyears
V U 0
a capital of $35,000.
Council granted permission to
half of the block between 15th iM
two sisgrandchild!
mne
land;
board for several yean, current- transferof title,
junction requiring that the fence'
half million dollars ,lp?{
man
»nd
later it had
16th Sts and prohibit parking on the Ottawa county chapter ol the
di
tefc. lift
ly is vice chairman.
be removed*
City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed j
side of Columbia Ave National Foundation for the sale
on deposit.
of Grand
Mrs Fred
Other appointmentsmade by submitted an electioncommission in the north halt of the block Th« ol crutches the evening of Jan
.
_ ..
The Holland City state Bank Mrs. Cara MacFadden
Kapx
Mayor
Visscher with approval by report advising that certain pollcity clerk was directed to draft the and on Jan 7 and for Mothers Mr$. Albert eding Dies ,
which was founded in 1878 merged Qje$ af Age of 60
Council were Willard
Wichen
ihg places will not be needed be resolutionfollowing a long di» j March on Jan
with Find State Bank in the midAt Home in Battle Creek
and W. A. Butler,both) reappoint cause of the change in ward and CUSH'OO at the last council meet- Council approved transfer of $150
Register of
1930's to form Holland State Bank
GRAND HAVEN
Mrs
1 ed to (he Planning Commissionfor ^rennet boundaries effective Jan
j from the contingent land to
BATTLE CREKK-Mr* Myrtle
Holland City State Bank had been | Wl,illrnsMacFadden. 60 of
three-year terms
1. Council authorized a resolution
The city manager requested turned over to the itizem tom | Kdmg Si. former resident ot
Council appomimeots «Uo wore j thanking owners of tbese buildings Council membars to reserve the miltee for the Promotionot De- Holland, died at her home in
noon of a heart attack in X
ORAM) HAVEN - The register
lot • member of the Board of : for cooperation given w pam elec week of April IB 14 for budget cent Literature The committeere Battl# Creek Tuesday morning
The buildingin which the Wool- 1 pal Hospital shortly afiei admit Appeals and four members to the ions Copies will be sem to the
quested an appropriation of StOh She wax the daughter uf Mr o. deed - office collectedt&ftMl
Board 6< Review
Board of Eaucauon for tho^we ol
John Overway, 73 Kant during tM umpired with ttt.m
\pptova *44 given an amend and Council granted $150 for the and
worth stare w located is owned .unce Her. husband.William R
Ig-tfee previous year •
John Kempker was appotaled to Loogiellow and Jetlefsoo schools. meni to a parking lot lease he- j remainderof the luvcal year wtib 2Ut St, Holland and a m- huht
by Chari*
$‘ih of Holland Mactadden died Dec $2, II5I
Breakdown ot this
Christian
Board
of
Trustoei
for
I
tween
the
c>ty
and
Margaret
Stage
c-MuideratuM
lor
a
$XM)
appropru.ot
the
First
Preeftytenan
Church
and New York City
th Board of Appeals to till the
She was a member of 8t Joha'a.
foilow* deeds
*
unexpired term of klbert Men. MM of South Side ChristianSchool, I man Marnu tu provide rear ea atioe m the next budget
Episcopal Church, was past preti- Jr which r.uw» to Juqf
Harry Void for use iM While VO- traav e* to several eterev eiintio-comnutue will be asked to vitamt Survtviag aie uw fca>i>uutii
Another Rtnk
lag* Inn and the Cily Mimmmi
ating ab<r« M) wjuaie feel of i * finanoal report w i-xpenddufes
Park Supt JjH'uO De Great said dvot of St Margaret ! Guild also
Jack Ueohoun wa«
'

Attorney

Named

Scout Chairman
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Dutch Fail

Zeeland Loses
To Grand Haven
ZEELAND

-

in

fourth quarter here Friday

Oilers Play Sullivans

Monday

Gym

in Zeeland

night and Grand Haven got hot as

-

Cook's Texaco
the Bucs scored a 88-51 decision ZEELAND
Oilers will ,-.eek their eighth
in the Zeeland High gym.
The Cbix bit only one basket in straightbasketball win Monday
12 shots in the final frame while night at 8:30 p.m. against Sullithe Bucs countered with nine of vans Shamrocks of Grand Rapids
18 from the floor and grabbed most in the Zeeland High gym.
The Oilers stopped Sullivans,
of the rebounds.
Zeeland was leading 45-44 enter- 99-77 earlier in the season and deing the fourth period. The Chix feated the Harlem Magicians, 84had been in command in the first 83 Monday night.
and second quarters in the close .George Brown and George Duncontest. Zeeland led 15-11 at the can will be at the forwards with
Paul Benes at center.The guards
quarter and 32-29 at half.
•Grand Haven outscored Zeeland. will be Gary and Herb Lee. Art
24-6 in the last eight minutes. The Gowens. Henry Hughes. Ron NyChix hit only 29 per cent of their kamp, Tarp London and Jim Westshots They fired 71 times and hit brOok are set for reserve roles.
21 while the Bucs made 41 per
cent on 27 baskets in 66 tries
At the free throw line. Zeeland
made nine of 20 for 45 per cent
and Grand Haven had 12 of 27
for 44 per cent. Zeeland now has
a 5-3 mark and Grand Haven is
2. r~

West Ottawa
Loses, 67-54;
First

Setback

15

...

10 12

f

0 1 0

Jekel, f ............

1

thers have hit below 39 percent on
their field goal attempts.
The first quarter was very even
Grand Haven (68)
and was basicallya defensive batFG FT PF TP
tle. West Ottawa was paced in the
Hettinga. f ....
7
first quarter by Norm Koop. Leroy
^Van Schelven. f
7
0 17
Vedder. and George Donze, all
2
Weavers,
...
4
with four points, while Adrian Van
2
Vander Wall, g .
6
1 19 Lonkhuyzen garnered seven for
Sluka. g ...........9
the winners
Carlson, f ......... 5
5 15
Although the score was tied only
twice until midway in the second
Totals ..... 28 12 16 68
quarter,it was a close game add
Officials: Ade Slikkersof South
ing up to a 19 to 19 tie. The rest
Haven and Jay Formsma of Hol-

Totals .... 21 9 21

3

51

15

c

.

.

1961

I960 Sports Reriew

By Randy Vande Water
tors and defeated the New York
Individual record holders grab- Yankees. He finished the year
with Charleston after compiling a
Holland High's basketball team bed the sports spotlight in the
Holland area during 1960 with a 1-7 major league mark.
put on a lacklusterperformance
George Zuverink, veteran major
number of marks set.
Friday night in the Civic Center Warren Vander Hill set six Cor- eaguer, retiredfrom baseball afand dropped a 52-42 decision to ing records in leading the Hope ter startingthe season with VanEast Grand Rapids before 1,700 College basketball team to a 17-4 couver. Bill Vandewater, formerly
mark and a 14-0 complete sweep of Holland,started his seventh
fans.
Indianapolis 500-mile race and
If was Holland'ssecond straight of the MIAA.
Highlighting Vander Hill's per- Franklin (Cappy) Cappon, ex-Holloss after four straight wins and
the Dutch showed the effectsof formancewas a total of 545 points and athlete, won the Ivy League
the holiday vacation. They hit only with 236 field goals for a 26-point basketballcrown at Princeton.
24 per cent

of

.

their shots and

their defense was shoddy, especial

West Ottawa High School was
game average. He scored 366 in
MIAA and 18 baskets in one added to the prep football scene.
game, also marks. He hit 73 of 91 Ron Wetherbee coached the grid
for 80.2 per cent for a Hope free ’anthers who also had a basethe

ly at key points in the game.
The Dutch led 40-37 with 6:32
left in the game and then Hol- throw record.
Hope set a record of 124 points
land couldn'tscore again for the
next four minutes as East took over against Olivet Ray Ritsema made
the play with three baskets and 84 free shots for a mark and was
three free shots to move to a 46- named the MIAA's most valuable

ball, track and basketballprogram.

Herb Maatman

Athletic director

coached basketball,Norm Brede
weg, track and Karl Essenburg,
baseball.

player for the second time. He
Holland High's .cross - country
Jim De Vries, Holland's most also set a Hope discus mark of team, coached by Bill Noyd, won
consistent performer and high 136'.
the Lake Michigan Athletic Con
Vander Hill and Ritsema were erence title, the first LMAC crown.
point man with 16 points, hit two
free shots with 2:22 left to put named to the All-MIAAbasketball The Dutch tennis team was second
Holland with in four points, 46- team. Gary Bylsma was the Hope in the LMAC while the golfers were
AU-MIAA baseball pick while Paul third and the track team fifth.
42.
Chuck Klomparensintercepteda Mack. Rich Bakker. Sherwood.VanThe Holland Tennis team won its
pass 40 seconds later as East tried der Woude and Chuck Truby were 19th straight regional net title. Holto stall, and then blew the layup. Hope players named on the All- and Christian won the B regional
Holland got three more shots in MIAA football team. Mack was tennis title and took third in the
named Hope's most valuable play- cross-country regional.
the game but couldn’t hit.*
40 lead with 2:58 left.

*

.

John §luka, outcourt shooting
guard, led the winners with 19
Fennville. hitting an amazing 48
whjle Donn Van Schelven had 17.
percent of their shota, erased West
Ron Visser made 13 for the Chix.
Ottawa's fou*- game winning
Zeeland plays at Coopersville
streak, by defeating the Panthers
'next Friday night and Grand
67-54 Friday night in the Armory.
Haven diosts Muskegon Heights.
It was the story of a scrappy,
Zeeland (51)
and hot Fennville team playing
FG FT PF TP
their best game of the season and
Zoland. f .........
9
a cold, outfoughtWest Ottawa
Klinger, f ......... 3 0 3 6
team. While Fennville was hitting
Roe. c
......... 5 0 2 10
23 of 48 for 48 percent, the Pan
Hansen, g' ...... ,..
thers were hittingonly 17 of 62
Visser. g ..........5 3 5 13
for 27 percent. This is the first
Zuverink. ......... 3 4 5 10
time this season that the Pan-

4

QRANDSTANDIN6

2nd

Hit;

5,

Straight Loss

Zeeland High's

basketball team went ice cold

the

To

NEWS THURSDAY/JANUARY

4
1

George Maentz. 6'4” center,addinsurance basket with 59
seconds left and Bruce Osterink
followed suit a half-minute later
while Mike McCarthy gave East
thr 10-point win with two last sec-

er.

ance tearing cartilagein his knee
in football but did get a few rebounds and added three baskets.
East outscored Holland in the
last quarter, 17-5. The Dutch made
only one basket, a layup in the
first minute by Gary Alderink. The
Pioneers hit six buckets in the
final frame.
The Dutch didn't commit a foul
in the second or third period but
in the final eight minutes they
were charged seven times and

Rapids.

ed an

FAMILY SPORT —

One of the many popular
skiing and tobogganingareas in Michigan is
the Caberfae area at Cadillac.The Fred Meyer
family of 608 Lawndale Ct.,# recently took a

Holland and Christianbasketball

Jim Rozeboom of Hope set an
teams each won
MIAA record in 880-yard run with

district titles. It

(left to right) are' Billy Meyer, Judy De Witt
of 1043 West 32nd St., Mrs. Meyer, daughter
Liz and Fred Meyer. Fred Bocks, formerly pf
Holland, is the manager of the Caberfae resort.

weekend family outing at Caberfae.Shown

was Holland's first district. Glenn
a 1:58.9 clocking and a Hope mile
Van Wieren was named Holland's
record of 4:33. Ron Maat of Holmost valuable player.
land High scored 49 points in one
Suburban Motors won the City
ond free shots. Maentz hobbled game for a new record as the
Softball League title and then the
slowly in making his first appear- Dutch hit 96 against East Grand

East made five of nine

throws.

free

#

Close throughout,with both clubs

making numerous mistakes,

Eas.t

playoff while the Holland Jaycees

Tom Sasamotofired a 62 over the
American Legion Memorial Park
course for a record but lost to
John Berry for the club cham
pionship in a later match. Marian
Nies took the women’s golf honors.
Ken Harbin won the Michigan
15 and under singles tennis title
and teamed with Tom Essenburg
to win the Michigan15 and under
doubles crown. Brian Marcus
teamed with Rick Steketee of
Grand Rapids to win the state 13
and under title. Harbin, Marcus,
Brian' Paauwe and Burton Wiersma won tht Southwest singles

capturedthe Drenthe slow

pitch

softball tourney crown.

First MichiganBank and Trust
Iron, .Breakfast Optimist
and the Bricklayerswon the Legion
baseballtitleswhile the Recreation
softball champs were Peoples State
Bank, Wire Products,W.esleyan
Methodist and Sixth-Gra-Bell.
The

Padnos

Recreation basketballchamps
were Christ Memorial and Bob’s
Sports Shop while the Washington
School Cubs won the Cubs Soft-

ball title.
Cook's Texaco Oilers completed
their second season with a victory
in Ihe “tournament of champions.
tennis titles.
The Oilers opened the 1960-61 sea
Time to Race set a track record son with 130 points for a team
at the Ottawa County Fair of 2:05.3
record.
in the Wolverine Futurity while Coaching switchessaw Elmer
Marine Van Wyk’s Dorman Creed Ribbens take the Holland Christian
paced the mile in 1:58 for the reserve basketball team while
fastest time recorded by a Michi- Clare Pott was the tennis coach

held a one-point17-16 first quarter
lead. The Pioneers were ahead
17-11 with 1:42 left but Holland
of the second quarier was all scored five straight points.
land.
Fennville. and in one stretch they
East enjoyed a 25-18 margin midis the daughter of Mr. and Mrs Rhine Vander
outscored the Panthers 11 to 2 to way in the second period but HolFRIENDS GREET MISSIONARY — Miss Ruth
Meulen. 103 East 94th St. Just to the right of her
take a commanding nine point land caught up and trailed 25-24 at
Vander Meulen, holding bouquet of roses, was
are the Rey. and Mrs. Harry Vander Ark of
greeted by a large number of relativesand
halftime lead of 34-25.
half.
gan horse.
Daryl Siedentop was named Hope
Holland Heights church. Others in the photo
friends and members of the Holland Heights
The third quarter was all Van
The Dutch went in front for the
Patti Shook of Saugatuck re- cross-countryand Hope JV basket
are a portion of the more than 50 persons who
Christian Reformed Church as she arrived by
Lonkhuyzen. as the Fennville first time, 33-31 Svith 1:54 left in peated as winner of the Spring
ball coach.
greeted her when she arrived. The roses were
plane at the Grand Rapids airport on Dec. 19.
junior scored 14 points to lead the the third quarter on Rog Buurma's Lake Women's Open title. Lee York
presented to Miss Vander Meulen by the Ladies
Gordon Brewer was named Hope
Miss Vander Meulen who has been a missionary
Holland Christian's Maroons, winners to a 56-35 third quarter basket- A quick fast break with was named governor of the Michi- College athletic director and Al
Aid Society.
in Nigeria,West Africa, for 2*2 years will spend
lead. Van Lonkhuyzen,a forward, Buurma scoring put Holland four- gan Bow Hunters Association.
winless in their last two starLs.
Vanderbushwas named the MIAA
a six months furlough in the United States. She
shooting over the zone defense up seconds later for their biggest
Rick Cram won the Carter P faculty representative.
will be out to notch their fifth
of West Ottawa, scored on seven lead. The Dutch led 37-35 at the Brown trophy in the Castle Park
win of the season here Monday
The death of Milton L. (Bud' You.” a recitationby Carl Slot- Linda, Gary and Johnnie of Hoi- (
in/-p
of eight jump shots during this end of the third period and the Junior Horse Show and the Brown
afternoon on the Civic Center
Hmga on May 31 ended a sports
land had Christmasdinner
" IUMMV-C r
quarter.
man,
was
followed by the offergame
was
knotted
three
times
in
trophy
in
the
38th
annual
Castle
court when they take on Musketradition in Holland that began
Mr. and
At the start of the fourth quar- the quarter.
show. Pete Sears and Tera O’ when he started coaching at Hol- tory hymn.
vMjohnGMt\fSpa,riSJFor
gon Christian, The game with the
The Rev.
ter. West Ottawa began connecting
Holland
had
trouble
rebounding
Ivleara
were
the
top
Macatawa
Bay
Warriorsis: the traditionalNew
land High in 1923. Hmga moved to
The playlet“Peace on Earth" tian ReformedChurch chose as his
better and led by Duane Overbeek and the shorter East team gained Yacht Club sailors and Tomahawk
Year’s afternoon contest.
Hope College in 1931 and coached was given by Ronald Klein, Alan sermon subjects S_p n d a y "The
The .Ovals, who have been in with nine points and Leroy Vedder position several times on the owned and skipperedby James 17 years.
Plans for the 1961 Hope College
Folkert,Dale Kleinheksel, Graydon Song of the Angels" and “Wise
rough company in their last two with seven points, they managed to Dutch. Bill Moser worked best on Spencer of MBYC, took the Class
He was well-knownthroughout Kooiker, Lloyd Koopman. Lee Dyk- Men Pay Homage to the Christ Vienna Summer School have been
close the gap from 22 points down the boards for East while De Vries A cruising title in the annua
Michigan and was the popular fiuis, Carl Yoorhorst. Judy Dan- Child”
outings against undefeated Lud
announced by Dr. Paul G. Fried,
to 13 points, but were never able and Farabee were Holland's top Queen's Cup.
ington and once beaten Grand
dean of students at Hope College nenberg.Debra Folkert, Janet
director Enrollment will be limitto get any closer.
boardmen.
Jim Kaat of Zeeland started the where he was regarded as a Koopman, Nancy Johnson. Wanda
Rapids Christian, hope to bounce
ed to 60 students from Hope and
Both teams, using zones, stopped
The Pioneers were able to pene- season with the Washington Sena friend, guide and counselor.
back against Coach Elmer Walother liberal arts colleges.
Bradford, Anita Kollen, Barbara
the inside scoring. Vedder of West trate the Dutch zone some of the
cott’s Warriors.
The group will leave New York
Kooiker,
Barbara
Zuidema
and
Ottawa only had three buckets time and had quick reactions
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wind are by ship on June 9. There will be
Walcott has an experience squad
Kenneth Sneller. Music was by the
Donna
De
Witt.
Carl
Yoorhorst,
and John Damanskas of Fennville against Holland's moves. Moser,
returning this season which has
Steven Naber, Gary John Ramak- Junior Choir. "Many Symbols." ex- the parents of a daughterborn three full weeks of travel and
had just, two buckets. Fennville who hit four baskets in the third
compiled a 2-3 mark so far. They
er. After the closing by Bernie ercise by Kathy Folkert. Mary Dec. 22 at Butterwonh Hospital. study before the group reaches
used a pressing defense most of quarter, led East with 14 points,
have defeated North Muskegon
The Sunshine band of the Chris- Dean Johnson the program was Ann Vander Beldt. Jack Schroten- Mrs. C. Mohr entered the Osteo- Vienna.
and class A Muskegon Catholic the game The press didn't seem East has a 4-1 mark.
The 1961 study-tourwill include
tian Reformed Church held its closed with singing “Silent Night " boer. Patty Sternberg. Michael pathic Hospital in Grand Rapids
to bother the losers much, but they
E/ist made 22 of 63 shots for
but have dropped conteststo three
The Christian Reformed Church Yoorhorst and Richard Immink. A on Monday for surgery on Tues- briefings in Paris. Bonn and BerChristmas
party
last
week
Moncouldn'tdefend against the accur- 33 per cent while Holland hit 15 of
potent outfits. Ludington. Hudsonlin. Several days will be spent in
held their annual children’s Christ- song "Today Is Jesus Birthday" day.
ate shooting of the winners.
62 from the floor. The Pioneers day evening. After they went carville Unity Christian and Chicago
oling
to
shut-ins
they
returned
to mas program on Monday morning. was sung by four classes. A recMary Potgeter of Munich, Ger- Switzerland and Italy. The group
Coach Herb Maatman felt that had halves of 11 for 31 and 11 for
Christian.Their most recent reAfter an organ and piano prelude itation "Program'sOver" was many is spending the holiday sea- will visit Innsbruck,Salzburg and
the
church
basement
for
games.
the Christmaslay-off might have 32 while Holland was nine of 25
versal came Wednesday night
Refreshments were then served by Ltie Ann Kleinhekseland Judy given by Calvin Peters. Remarks son with her parents and relatives. the mountain region in southwest
hurt his team’s play. They only and six of 37.
when they lost a 62-54 decision to
from decorated tables. Scripture Blauwkamp. prayer was offered by were made and closing prayer
Funeral services were held for Austria.
hustled in the fourth quarter. .
Holland made 12 of 21 free shots
the Illinois school at Calumet. 111.
Academic sessionswill begin
Rev. Bull. A welcome “Hello was given by the superintendent,Mrs. Jacob Smit, 83. on Tuesday
Coach Ray Feher of the Black includingfive in a row by De Vries was read by Greta Schreur and
From all reports,the invaders
July 10 and end Aug.. 18.
prayer was offeredby Mrs. Jarvis Everybody" by Kristi Zoet; exer- Irvin Folkert.
at
the
Gaagman
Memorial
chapel
are lackins in overall sire Slrnad •'turn- while Farabee missed five of six Zoet before the lunch and the clos- cise “My Gift to Jesus." David
Courses offered will includeeleDr.1 H. Englund, president of in Grand Jtapids.Mrs. Smit formin the second half. These were the
same problem which faced ihem
f ™ „
'
ing
prayer
was
offered by Mrs. Timmerman,Linda Lampen. Ron- Western Seminary, was the guest erly lived in Allendale for many mentary and intermediate Germaker guard on the team. His only Dutch free throw shooters in
last season. However the Warriors
man. German conversation, and
John L. Bull. Gifts were then ex- ald Nyhof. Beverly Lohman, minister in the Reformed Church years.
quarterbacking in football helped the last two quarters. East made
are known for their scrap and de
Randy
Molewyk.
Diana
Molewyk.
Sunday,
while
the
Lord's
Supper
changed with secret pals and
Mr. and Mrs. William Terpstra advanced German literature with
Fennvilleto an undefeated season. eight of 14.
terminationespecially playing arch
names
were
again chosen for next Songs were then sang by primary was observed. In the morning he and sons of Grand Rapids were emphasis on Franz Kafka.
From the free throw line, West The Dutch host unbeaten Benrival Holland Christian
Courses taught in English will
classes; a recitation‘Give Him chose as his sermon subject "His Christmas dinner guests of Mr.
ton Harbor next Friday night in year. On the committees were:
Coach Art Tills has been
olAV°.r.57 .PeICt,"t
Games:
Karen
Lankheet, Marilyn Your Heart" by Sally Tucker; a Name Shall Be Called Jesus.” A and Mrs. Harris Broene and fam- be art history. European literawhile Fennville had 17 of 29 for the Civic Center
his cagers hard the last two
ture. politics of European integraLankheet and Helen Blauwkamp; recitation by Calvin Vander Kamp girls trio of Barbara Voorhorst,
58
Holland (42)
days, gettingready for the Wardecorating. Alide Dykhuis, Karen and Daryl Hop. a song was sung Belle Kleinhekseland Marilyn NyElders arid deacons chosen at the tion and a course* in the psychoOverbeekled the scoring for the
FG FT PF TP
riors. He noted several mistakes
Nyhof, Audryjirinkhuis and Sarah by Marlene and Elwyn Schier kerk sang “I Am Not Worthy.” First Christian Reformed Church logy of personality.Native pro6
16
5
2
Alderink; refreshments, Wmnifred beek; an exercise “The Stars" by They were accompaniedby Bev- congregationalmeeting are elders; fessors will teach The courses with
3
... I
1
1
Vedder »ikh 13 and | Alderink. (
Nyhof. Donna Kaper, Henrietta Ruth Klmgenberg, Verna Zoet, erly Kronemeyer.
John Dyke and Clarence Keegstra; appropriate field trips, guest lecMannus Donze with 10 points, i I arabee. c
.. 4 4 5 12
Schreur and Lu Ann Kleinheksel. Nancy Wolters. S h i e 1 a Kaper. .In the evening the Christmas deacons:H. H. Geurink and R. tures and other activities.
1
.. 5
1
11
uTdeleah In addilion Tills said Van LonkJ,.ui;“nlef
j ®ul'rma'
Sandy View school held its Wanda Zoet. Ruth Nyhof: songs story in song was presented by Mulder. Installation will take place A three-dayexcursion to Prague
.. 0 0 0 o!
h., .huaH
*>th 24 P°'nls- Mowed by I Dtrk.se. g
by two classes: a recitation "1 the Senior and Junior choir when Sunday morning. Jan. 8.
or Budapest is scheduled for one
.. .0
0 0
°l
Cannot Go" Terry Lampen: an part of the cantata "The Music
Friends and relativeshere re- weekend and an optionalweekend
Hilbink,f
0
0 2
ot
accordion solo by Audrey Brink ol Christmas” was given. Dr. ceived word of the sudden tragic 'n Salzburg. After the end of the
.. 0 0 0 0
community singing after which tuns: an exercise “Christmas Englund gave a message on "Vis- death of Mr. and Mrs. William summer sessionthere will be two
Lippert of Grand Rapids as they weeks of free travel time for sUk
prayer was offered by Rev. John Wishes ' by Herscher Essink. Dick itors at Bethlehem.
Totals
15 12 11 42
Martins lineup will hair Tom 'ra'tel
10 Pla>'
Lloyd Schrotenboer Jr. was able were coming home from visiting dents to visit countries of their
L. Bull. Welcome" was then giv- Nyhof. Arlyn Zoet and Arlyn WolRapids (52)
Bouman and Dons Windemuller,Ke",“0<>d^l'0n,w0<;dh 's a n,™
ters: a piano duet by Karen Lank- to' return home. Friday after sub- their son and family in Detroit. choice.
FG FT PF TP
.1 the guards. (Tare Van Wieren
"»>;
,
beet and Sharon Zoet: exercise mitting to an appendectomyat the Mrs. Lippert was the former EmThe group wiH depart from
4
0
8
4
West Ottawa m football, the Pan- Osterink. f
and u'-i
Ken rti.-.u
Disselkoen at the forma Hansen of Allendale and was Rome and London by plane and
en: “Welcome to You" by Lloyd "For Christmas"David Ryzenga. Holland Hospitalon Monday.
2
5
14
I thers will be out to even the score Moser, .f
.. 6
wards and Frank Visser at cenMr. and Mrs. Donald Knoll, well known
I return to New York about Sept. 1.
Reddr.r. Tim Kleinheksel and Glenn Lankheet and Clyde John
.. 3 5 2 11
on Friday. Jan.
. McCarthy,
Bruce Wabeke; “The Angels son; “Closing" Rudy Broekhuis.
ter
West OUuua
Kingwell. g
.. 5
1
3 11
A few numbers were then sung
The preliminary for the two reSong" Shirley Bradford, Paul
0.
0
.. 1
2
FG FT PF TP Ryan, g
aerve squads is slated for 1 30
Koopman, Terry Genzink, Linda by the choir after which the clos
.. 3 0 2 6
Donze. M . f ______ 4
2
4
10
p m. and the main contest at 3
Lampen, Bruce Peters, D u i» n e mg remarks and prayer was by
Koop. f ......... 3
1
4
«
De
Wolters, Jane Naber, Connie Eol* the superintendent.
pm.
Totals
22
8 16 52
Vedder.
....... .3
7
2 13
kert, Connie S c h i p p e r. Laura Weerdt
Radde
and
Bill
Overbeek. g ...
fficialsF
.3
9
2 15
The Sunday school program of
Steenwyk,Joyce I m m i n k and
7
White, both ol Benton Harbor.
Donze. G..
..... .3
1
4
1
Shelly Lampen: “Born This Day” the Retormed Church was presentBosnian .
...... «
0
0
1
by Lynda Folkert, Phillip Wolters, ed Monday morning An organ and
Bareman. c ....... ! 0 1 2
East,
Paul Koopman and Sandra koop- piano prelude was given by Linda
De Graaf. g ....... 0 0 2 0
man; "I Wonder" by Judy Kooi- Busscher and Sheryl Dannenberg
0
0
Borgman;
0
1
man, Linda Alderink, Carol Lem- After singing the processional
five starts. Holland High * reserve
mon. Jerry Krueze. Dale Fred- hymn O Come All Ye Faithful"
Totals
17
20 18 54
team defeated the East Grand
ricks. Jack Schrotenboer and Rog- Scripture was read by Barbara
Fennvillf <671
Rapids seconds. 49-46 here Friday
er Sneller; “The Story We Like Nienhuis and prayer was offered
FG FT PF TP
nigh! in the Civic Center
Best" by Kathy Folkert, Patty by Linda Hoffman
Chase, f
6
5
4
17
The program was announcedby
Sternberg. Calvin Peters, Dick
Van Lonkhuyzen. f 10 4 2 24
The Maplewood Board of F.duca- Immink,
Yoorhorst, and Cl ilford Haverdink which was
Damanskas. c
1
2
3
6
ting in the second quarter ar
“Welcome." Barbara Koopman;
Dickinson,
..... 0
1
5
1
Led the contest at 30-30 at hall
“A ChristmasAcrostic" an exerStrnad.
..... 4
2
3 10
cise by Douglas Bleeker,Phillip
0
Winnie, c
*2
2
4
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.

School Plans

Okayed

Are

Mike

gg

Wolters.Calvin Lubbers, Carla
of two requirements These are Jhen sung by the beginners and Kleinheksel.Paul Koopman, Lynda
Yi the firsi hall and >e«en of 21
use ol fireproof acousticaltile and find graders A playlet “Rehears- j Folkert. Judy Darbee Randy
Totals
25 17 22 67
in th* second iialf Last had 14 ol
a class A (lame spread on deck- al lor Christmas"by seconu and Haverdink and Ruth Slot man, a
Referee' Nelson Stegcman and mg in the multi-purpose room, (third grader*; a choral reading recitationby Donna De Witt, a
2<> ui the lirst halt and six ol 37
Cal Fleser both ol Zeeland.
in the snood half
The lire marshal ita» ruled that was given by the lourth and fifth (song “Bells of Christmas" by tour
. Tom Essenburg paced Holland
Maplewood Church cannot be umhI graders; a recitation “I Wish classes a recitation by Mark
with 16 while Carl Mailers had 12. Civil Suits Filed
foi kmdergarien next year and was gixen by Arlyn Wolien. an 1 Kleinheksel;' Busy Helpers" exerIllfct l* VrtH lollowed with nine
HAVEN - Two it) that the ha ueni room in the old, exercise Spirit ol Chimtmai" by, cue by Laity Sterntarg,D>»nny|
while Jerry Baumann had
have been filed in (Ht as school building can be ised only Anita Kollen. Barbara Wallers, Dubbink. Diane Zuidema Richard
Chuck lx- Hiti had four and
( oort Charles Watrei
ol one more year ahik* Ih building Manda Hi adiord' David Steenwyk,Lan^en Patty Bradford.- and)
vcy Sbemier had two Ware* made Sparta is seeking 11342 plus
Susie hoomian ami Ronald Tim- Joan Slotman a recitation“Myj
W for
and Eliza rlh
A recitation “Thu Christ- ' Dolly." Doidthy Dubbink *ong«
null! wt
an election m
ma* ' by Belli De Witt;, a dialogue by ihe primuKv classes ' Helfs ol
ut the dale ih
________________
OU.
m ____ bonding
exercue, Danny
Marriage lu
jliwn Sept
Libeity Loan has not been
H by Doogia* Wabeke. Glenn 4ldei‘- Christ
ouaw*
> u/p ol Grand Rapid* is seeking Thr new toten ruom school with ink and David Wabeke The leatlh Machiete David Brower ,__Je(lfryi
1 i p DiiiiiB4tf|;|
Dale Heaaor ft, ol Holland ihirI 124 1 (B pins mirreit and cottn multi purptwe loom and other la ’ and tilth graderi 'hen saqg ’ Doar- V ooi hurst P h
Mary Hwwh 8k of
from Otu and Minnie Homo* al cihtios u to be built on school r*i ol Ait \ recitation k'eihle Jimmie Folkert. Carl khipper.j
-------\m WoM Had St Holland peim < *«#d proiicm (a in* viunitv o\ bems Manger was given by Tom Lampen Ur Vander Beldt
G«o)o«i»l mwgaiat mare tttaa mf a loan whiUnno firm se)s h*» itUi si and t ullnr Ave Udu Naacv Woiien 4 playlet Gift* Amy Koopmai) Ptidltf Sn.jle.
ini* Ait
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Supri Fi»*i Service- lm •»li*tributot*~cj(
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atulated Ka a fltte year * tale* recant al
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Vows Spoken

Holiday Engagements

in Vrieslond

1960

Church

Marking 50th Anniversary

Married

r?*?*

New Holland High
School

Is

Largest

Single Application
. BuildingKtivity in Holland soar*
•d to new heights during

1960,

with 814 permits calling for

a

total outlay of $6,808,731, according to City Building InspectorGor-

don Streur. In
mits

1959, the 697 per-

totaled just

under $2,500,000.
I

Largest single permit during the

year was the

new

Miss Solly Ann Scheele

high school

Mr. and Mrs. Albert De Roo

Mr. and Mrs. William Scheele of

filed in October calling fo^ a con-

Mrs.

Miss Brendo De Roo

240 West Lawrence St., Zeeland, route 2. Zeeland, announce the engagement of their daughter, Brenannounce the engagement of their
da, to Donald Woudwyk, son of
daughter, Sally Ann, to Calvin
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Woudwyk
Schaap, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rayol route 5, Holland.
mond Schaap of 323 East Washngton St., Zeeland.

struction outlay of $2,102,000.Other

big permits were constructionfor

the new power plant addition,
$918,000;VFW clubhouse, $86,695;
additionto South Side school, $91,000; Fourth Church educational

Elliot

S. Mitchell

Mr. and Mrs. William Dekker of
route 2 announce the marriageof
lehir daughter. Rosemary Lynn,
to Elliot S. Mitchell,son of Mrs.
Charlotte Mitchell of St. Petersburg, Fla. The marriage took place
on Dec. 9.
The couple is making their home
at 609 Lea St., Roswell, N. M.,
where the groom is stationed in
the Air Force.

of

unit, $80,000.

There were 103 permits for new
houses, listing $1,814,532, compared with 68 last year for $1,096,779.

City Police

Buildingpermits filed by months
follow:January, 43 permits, $136,054; February, 54 permits, $128,492: March, 55 permits, $269,239;
April, 90 permits, $1,186,451; May,
82 permits, $263,770: June, 97 permits, $418,194;July, 69 permits,
$1,012,180; August, 83 permits,
$228,386; September,83 permits,
$349,396; October, 73 permits. $2,451,197; . November, 45 permits,
$222,797; December, 40 permits,

Mr and Mrs Joke Bornmon
------of» ,ons Bj|T pFMj ^jpjvin Daie and
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Borgman
559 West 22nd St. will observe, Russell all of Holland, and two
daughters, Mrs. Erwin Johnson of
their 50th wedding anniversary toHolland and Mrs. John Bruursema
night. In honr of the occasion of roule 2, Zeolapd. Mrs. Helen
Mr. ond Mrs. Glodwin Joy Kloostermon
their children will entcitain for Marlink and Mrs. Jerry Borgman
Miss Gyla Lynn Van Haitsma ried baskets containingflower petA
picture of the Holland Police them at the Holland House at a both of Holland, are daughters-mbecame the bride of Gladwin Jay als.
dipner on Jan 7.
law of the couple. There are 29
Bernard Balder assisted as best Department at year's end would
Kloosterman in a double ring
They had 11 children of whom grandchildren and 15 great grandceremony performed Dec. 9 in the man and Gene De Jong and Ron- show an expanded,better equip- seven are living. There are five children.
ald Van Haitsma were ushers.
Vriesland Reformed Church.
ped police force to serve a grow$142,575.
Wedding music was played by ing city.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. George Brumsma
The breakdown of new houses by
and Mrs. John H. Van Haitsma of Miss Sheryl Wyngarden who also
Several changes occurred within
of Muskegon,Mr. and Mrs. James
months follows:January, six perroute 3. Zeeland and the groom is accompaniedHarland Sprick when
Wooten and family of Grand Rathe departmentduring 1960. Promits. $109,011; February, seven
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert he sang "Because.”"The Lord's
Michael Phelps has been spend- pids and Mr. and Mrs Richard
visions were made for boostingthe
permits, $98,884; March, 11 perKloosterman, 219 South State St., Prayer” and "Bless Be the Tie
department’s personnel from 30 at ing the Holiday vacation in the Crane and family were Christmas
mits, $189,334; April, nine permits,
That Binds.”
Zeeland.
Miss Corol Nogelkirk
the beginning of the year to 32 home of his parents. Mr and Mrs. guests in the home of Mrv and
$186,576;May, 12 permits, $199,For
the
occasion
Mrs.
Van.
HaitThe Rev. Harry Buis performed
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Nagelkirk
persons. Additionalequipment was W’aldo Phelps, Michael is attend- Mrs. U. S Crane
883;' June,. 12 permits, $205,663;
Miss Ruthonn Brondyke
the ceremony at 7:30 p,m. before sma. mother of the bride, chose
ing Obcrlin College.
of 379 North Franklin St., Zeeland,
Mrs. Grace Brunson arrived on
July. 11 permits, $217,270; August,
a pine setting with white poinset a lavender dress wiith black ac- also allotted.
Mr.4and Mrs. Wilbert Brondyke
Mr. and Mrs Charles Green Wednesday from Lakeland. Fla
announce
the
tne
engagement
of
ot
their
tneir
During
the
past
year,
police
addeight permits,$139,389; September, of 353 Central Ave. announce the
tia and four potted plants,offset cessories.Her corsage contained
entertained the members of their to spend the holidays in the home
11 permits, $169,606: October,seven engagement of Iheir daughter, daughte^, Carol, to Paul Johnson, with two branch candelabra and white carnationsand yellow roses. ed six full-time officersand one
family at a Christmas dinner on of her daughterand -family. Mr.
son
Af
Mr.
and
>Irs.
Nick
Johnpermits, $125,122; November, four Ruthann, to Gordon Bouws, son
The mother of the groom wore a additional secretary. Four men
the kissing candelabra.
Monday. Guests were Mr. and and Mrs W'olter Scott of Holland,
son
of
4593
West
Lakewood
Blvd.
left
the
force
in
1960.
The
departpermits, $83,806; December, five 6t Mr. and Mrs. Herman Bouws of
Given in marriageby her father blue and green multi-coloreddress
ment's presentstrengthnow stands Mrs. Orville Compton and family her son. Dr. and Mrs. Allen Brunpermits,
with
black
accessories
and
had
a
the bride wore a gown of tissue
route 1.
al 30, two below its full comple- of Casco and Mr. and Mrs. Arnold son. and family .of Sturgis and
Biggest permits during 1959 were
taffetawith sequins accenting the corsage of white carnations and
A fall wedding is being planned.
Green and family of Ganges.
other relatives and friends in
ment.
a $1,000,000 women's dormitory for
scooped neckline and front bodice. red roses.
Mrs. Mabel Nye was a dinner Ganges.
Five
new
cruiserswere
purchasHope Collegeand the. $325,000 HerThe sleeves were long and tapered the newlyweds greeted - 125
ed in 1960, in addition to a pick- guest on Christmas Day in the
Mrs. Lucy Bremer of the Belrick Public Library.
and the full skirt ended in a chapel guests at a reception held in the
up truck and a jeep. Four old home of Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Bort vedere Nursing home was a Christbasement
of
the
church.
Serving
length train. The shoulder length
of Holland.
mas dinner guest on Monday of
and mistress of cere- cruisers were traded in on new
veil of French illusion was attach- as master
Mr. and Mrs. Linus Starring en- her son and family. Mr. and Mrs!
vehicles.
ed to a small crown trimmed with monies were Mr. and Mi^sr HarReasons for the police depart- tertained the members ot their Herman Stremler.
rhinestones. The bouquet was a old Sternberg. Mr. and Mrs. Jack
ment's expansion in 1960 obvious- family for a Christmas dinner on
Internmentservices were held
cascade arrangement of white gar- Payne poured punch and Mr. and
ly reflected the city’* growth dur- Monday, "Dec 26th. Guests be- in the family cemetery plot at
Mrs.
Ed
Colts
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
denias with long white streamers.
ing the last few years. Holland sides their immedate family weft David City. Neb., on Dec 20th Tor
A sister of the groom. Mrs. Kloet attended the gift room. Waitpolice must now serve a greatly the latter's parents.Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Joseph Tuma, who had been
resses
were
the
Misses
Barbara
Joyce Balder, attended as matron
expanded area and a population Eugene Sisson and Mr. Everctte 'delayedfor the arrival of her
of honor. She wore
red Wyngarden. Mary Van Noord,
Leonore W. Jesiek to Donof nearly 25,000 persons.
Shannon.
son. James Tuma, who has been
crystalettestrapless dress and a Gloria Hoeve. Evelyn Hoeve. Mary
ald E. and William A.
Accidents on city streets still
The lamily of Mr. William Sar- stationedwith the Army in Japan.
Ver
Hage.
Mildred
De
Witt
and
red valvet jacket with boat neckJesiek Pt. SEtt.SEK 33-5-16 and
pose the biggest problem- for po- gent enjoyed a family dinner and Rev. Tuma and son. Joseph Jr.,
line dipping to a V in the back. Arloa Brinks.
Lot 193 Heneveld's Resub. Maca
lice.
ChrLstmas gathering on Monday. were also in attendance at the
For
a
wedding
trip
to
Niagara
The jacket had shirred elbow
tawa Park and pt. Lots 1, 2, 3. 7,
The year 1960 saw a rise in Dec. 26th at the home of Mr. and service.
length sleeves. Her red taffeta Falls the bride changed lo a brown
9 Heneveld's Plat No. 27, Twp.
accidents in Holland, although Mrs. Kenneth Sargent
Mr. and Mrs. William Smith of
headpiece released a red- circular and black wool dress with brown
Park.
there was a decrease in the numMr. and Mr*. Will Mosier were Grand Rapids were Christmas Eve
accessories
and
the
white
garveil. She carried a white poinsettia
Adm. Est. Joseph J. Koslow,
ber of serious mishaps, according Christmas dinner guests in the guests in the home of her parwith pine- greens and white rib- denia corsage from her bridal bou- to police traffic records. Two perDec. to Anthony Juszozaket al
home of their daughter, Mrs. Nor ents. Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Rumbon streamers. In identical attire quet.
Lots 41, 42 Harringtons Third
sons were killed on city streets val Hasty and family of Lacita soy and Kay and Sally.
was the bridesmaid, Miss Janna They are making their home at this year.
Add. Macatawa Park Grove, Twp.
Christmasdinner guests in the
Mr. and Mrs. James Edward*
Mory^ Jone Von Rrgenmorter
Van Haitsma, sister of the bride. 108‘j East Lincoln St. in Zeeland. The 1960 accident total stands at
Park.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Ea- and family, of South Rend have
Announcement
has
been
made
by
A
graduate
of
Zeeland
High
Debra
and
Dawn
Van
Haitsma,
Mary Spicuzza to Joseph Spicuz
967 mishaps compared to 936 for ton were their daughter and son been spendingthe holidays here
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Van Regen- sisters of the bride, as flower School, the bride is employed at
ta. Lot 1 Chippewa Resort, Twp.
1959. Major accidents, those involv- in-law Mr. and Mrs. James Mit. Miss Money Meermon
in the home of her parents, Mr.
morter of Macatawa Park of the girls, wore red velvet dresses Keeler Brass Co. in Zeeland. The
Park.
ing personal injury or property chell and family, Mrs. E. S. John and Mrs. Alva Hoover. Mr.
The engagement of Miss Nancy engagement of t’h e i r daughter,
groom
works
for
the
Home
Furwith
white
lace
collars
and
lace
Douglas J. Lemmen and wife to
damage in excess of $100, dropp- son and Mrs. Loretta Collins.
Meerman lo George Steggerda has
Hoover is somewhat improved
Homkes and Boersma Builders been announced by her parents, Mary Jane, to Warren H. Ras- trimmed puffed sleeves. They car- nace Co.
ed to 378 this year compared to
Mrs. Clovis Dornan and daugh- from his illness but still confined
mussen.
Pt. Lot H. L. Williams Estates, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Meerman of
401 during the previous year. Three ter Joyce left Sunday by plane to to the Holland Hospital where he
Mr. Rasmussen is the son of
Twp. Park.
people lost their lives in traffic in join Mr, Dornan at Bradenton h» undergoing tests and extensive
Coopersville. Mr. Steggerda is the
Henry Beelen and wife to Her- son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Steg Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Fetsko of
1959.
Fla , for a holiday vacation. Mr. X-ray procedures.
498 West 20th St., Holland.
man Menken and wife. Pt. Lots gerda of 633 West 21st St.
According to police, most major Dornan having driven down by
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Crane
Admitted to Holland Hospital
9, 10 Blk 58 City of Holland.
accidents involved a traffic viola- car about 10 days before.
and sons. John and Marshall left
Miss Meerman is a student at
Thursday
were
William Compaan,
Johanna Scholten to Willard R.
tion.' . Most common violations
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hillman on Monday for Bourne. Texas
Hope College while her fiance at*
28 West 34th St.; Willis Haight,
Watson et al Pt. SWU SZ\< 32-5-15
contributingto mishaps were fail- of Kalamazoo spent the weekend where they will visit Mrs. Cranes
tends Ferris Institute in Big
301 East Uth St.: John Duquette,
Bill Phelps scored the winning
City of Holland.
ure fo yield the right of way, in- here in the home of Mr. and Mrs. relatives.
Rapids.
1055 Lincoln; Julie Pigeon, 1121
LeRoy Du Shane and wife to
volved in 125 accidents; failure to Hilbert Hillman and other relabasket for West Ottawa as the
Mr and Mrs. Clare Wolters and
West 32nd St : Brenda Kragt, 1811
John F. Van Wieren and- wife. Pt.
+-*
final buzzer sounded to give the Schuring. Kalamazoo (discharged maintain an assured clear dis- tives.
family left on Dec. 21 for a southS'zE^SE'i 24-5-16 Twp. Park.
West Ottawa reserves a hard- same dayi; Steven Nykamp. route tance, contributingto 74 mishaps; The family of Mr and Mrs. Lee ern vacation trip.
Charles S. Scott et al to Fred
fought 35-32 win over the Fenn- 1, West Olive: Jack Beukema. 645 careless and reckless driving,re- Starring gathered at the horpe of
Mr. and Mrs. La Verne Foote
Meyers and wife. Lot 112 River
sponsible for 54 crashes.
ville reserves Friday night in the West 22nd St. 'discharged same
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Green for a and son. Jerry were Christmas
Hills Sub. No. 4, Twp. Holland.
Drivers with the least driving family dinner and get-togetheron Day guests in the home of Mr.
Armory.
day>; Diane and Randall Johnson.
Myrtle Kievit to Christopncr
experience, those from age 16 to
With one minute remaining in the 179 West 27th St. 'both discharged
Christmas eve. Guests were pre- and Mrs. George Drought of DougPostma et al Pt. NWU NE1* 12game, the score was tied 30-30.. same dayi; Susan Rivera. 259 19. had more major accidentsthan sent from Hopkins, Allegan.Fenn- las.
5-16 Twp. Park.
Phelps made a bucket with 45 East Ninth St.: Mrs Jay Scholten, drivers in other age groups. Ac- ville. Grand Rapids. Glenn and
Clyde H. Geerlings and wife to
cording to police records 40 acciseconds remainingto make it 32- 87 West 31st St.; Mary De Witt,
Ganges.
Hope CollegePt. Lot 5 Blk 65 City
dents involved drivers 16 years old,
30. Senders of Fennville missed route 1.
The family of Mr. John Steble
of Holland.
43 involved 17-year-olddrivers, gathered at his home for a family
two free throws, but with 10 secDischarged Thursday were JimVirginia White to Walton Lloyd
onds remaining. Landsburgscored mie Wilson, 1789 .State St ; Mrs. drivers 18 years old were in 40 dinner on Christmas Day. Those
Schaap and wife. Pt. EV NE frl
on a jump shot to tie the score John Dokter, 306 South 120th Ave.: accidenLs and 19-year-olds were in present from this vicinitywere: In
4-5-16 Twp. Park.
at 32-32 and set the scene for Steven Vander Ploeg, 78 East 23rd 42 crashes.
Mr. and Mrs. Elwin Perkins and
Mae Van Tongeren to Norman
Beginningwith the 20-year-old
Ottawa County deputies ThursPhelps winning basket. Phelps St.; Peter Van Klavern, route 1;
family; Mr. and Mrs. Richard
A. Goodwin et al Pt. Lot 1 Henewas fouled while shooting and his Mrs. Martin Hardenberg and baby, group of drivers, the number of Steble and family. Mr. and Mrs. day night arrested five persons :n
veld's Plat No. 27. Twp. Park.
mishaps involving drivers of any
free throw after the time had 156 West 15th St.; Mrs. Raymond
Robert Steble and family. Rev. a raid on a house party at me
particular age drops to nearly onerun out accountedfor the final Miles and baby, 521 East Eighth
and Mrs. Robert Stillson and fami- home of Mrs. Shirley Gordon of
half, police said.
score.
ly, Miss Marie Steble and Mr, 131 Manley Ave.
St.; Anthony V.n Uere‘, 204
Miss Judith Corol Bouwmon
Eighth St. and River Ave. led
The win was the fifth straight 21st St.; Mrs. Richard Watts and
Gerald Steble.
Six teenagers questioned by ofcity streetsin the number of acMr. and Mrs. Henry H. Bouw- for the undefeated West Ottawa
Miss Dorothy Stokes was a ficers were released.
baby,
14765 James SI.; Timothy cidents.A total ol 50 major misman, route 1. Holland announce reserves but was much closer than
Mrs (iordon appeared before
and Calvin Kleinheksel,route 3; haps occurred on Eighth St. and Christmas dinner guest in the
the engagement of their daughter,
the other games The score was Marcia Derks. route 2; Mrs. Ronhome of her aunt, Mrs. Ida Hal- Justice of the Peace Wilbur E.
An informal course in existen
24 happened on River Ave. USJudith Carol, to Jarvis Van Klomtied 12 times during the game
Kouw today on a charge,al tartialist philosophywill be offeredin
ald Van Slooten and baby. 652 31 and the US-31 bypass together selh of Ganges
Miss Sharon Jean Ver Hoeven
penberg. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Coach Karl Essenburgfelt -that WashingtonAye.; Michael HutchChristmas dinner guests in the nishing or allowing alcoholic bevHolland this winter by Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Ver Hoeven Lewis Van Klompenberg of Zeehad 32 accidents this year, police
this was a team victory and prais- ins. Glenn.
home of Mr« and Mrs.' Percy Al- erages to be furnished to minors.
State University.
of 282 Elm Ave.. announce the land.
reported.
ed the work of his substitutesas
len were Mr. and Mrs. Irving Wol- She was ordered to pay a ”t:ne
Conducting the coursi will be engagement of their daughter,
Hospital births list a daughter
Pplice said that Friday is the
they took over when the big men. born Thursday to Mr. and Mrs.
of $50 and $4.90 costs and senDr. D. Ivan Dykstra. head of the sharon Jean (o Terry Burlon
worst day of the week for acci- brink of Ganges and Mr. and Mrs.
Al Surink and Bob Eilander, were Ronald Kortering.route 3: a
Robert Wolbnnk and family ot Hol- tenced to 10 days in jail. If fine
Hope College departmentof phil- Vande Wegg, son of Mr. and Mrs.
dents. and 3 45 p m. is the worst
and costs are not paid, she will,
in trouble with fouls.
osophy. The classes. 10 sessionsof
Wege o( 130 van(jer
land.
daughter. Susan Joy, born Thurs- time of day.
The game 'was tied at the end day to Mg. and Mrs Calvin Langetwo hours each, will be held 7:30 yeen ^ve
Christmas
dinner
guests
in
the receive an additional30 days.
During the year, police arrested
of the first quarter. 4 to 4, but jans, 244 East 15th St.; a son born
home of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Paul Hoyt* 18, of Fennville,
to 9:30 p.m. Tuesdays at Van
2.193 persons, including 1,988 for
Fennvillemoved to a slim 13 to 12 Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. William
Aaldermk
and family were: Mr. pleaded guilty to a drunk and disRaalte Hall. Hope College,begintraffic violations. A- total of 205
halftime margin. West Ottawa held Dykstra. 2502 Thomas Ave.
and
Mrs.
Harry Aaklennk and orderly charge today -before Jusning Jan. 24.
non-traffic
arrests
were
made.
GRAND HAVEN - County Clerk
a 22 to 21 third quarter lead as A daughter, Jean ' Marie, born Total arrests in 1959 stood at 1,- family of Holland, Mr. and Mrs. tice Kouw and was fined $25 and
Participantswill trace the hisHarris Nieusma s office has had a nej(her team could get more than
tory of the existentialist movetoday to Mr. and Mrs. Charles 900 including traffic and non-traffic Alva Ash of New Richnfondand $4.90 costs and sentenced to five
busy year during 1960.
a three point lead.
ment, its philosophical framework
Mrs. Elmer Hutchins of Fennville days in jail, plus an additional 21
Clevenger.401 Howard Ave.;
0ffcnM.s
In Circuit Court cases alone, Bill Phelps came off the bench daughterborn today to Mr. and Although traffic control and ac- Mr. and Mrs. Harman Stremeler days if fine and costs are not
and the nature of the philosophy

Grow With
Bigger

Area

Ganges
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$89,998.
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Ottawa Countfj
Real Estate
Transfers

a

West Ottawa Hospital Notes
Wins 5th Tilt

.

Five Arrestecf

Party Raid

MSU

WW

Philosophy

•

Course Offered

,

i

Clerk's Office

1

Had Busy Year

a

;

;

as developed by

its leading dis-

the office filed 164 civil cases, 54

Sl’judsdecrees

ciples.

chancery cases, 163 divorces. 189
criminal cases.’ granted
men, and .«
chanceryand divorce. There were

The course is offered under the
auspices of the MSU Liberal Arts
Adult Education Program, in cooperation with the Holland Public
Adults are invited to enroll now
by contacting Dr. Weldon Frase.

Max

Dal- Shore

’KSl

!

t?™

Dr.

'0,ta? *? Mr.

1

^ ^

*

Keeler

JaiL

acting director of the MSU Continuing Education t enter, 148 Ran»om- N. E.. Grand Rapids, or
Vern Schipper. director of adult
education,Holland Public SchooU.
Registrationsalso will be accepted at the first class session.

GRAND HAVEN - Hector

followed by Surink and

',nlMrs.,A.lfred
enjoyed a family get-togetheron ' arraignment today be lore Justice
ing police appeared this year.
Police were called upon to main- Christmas eve in the home of Mrs. Kouw to a charge ot !urn;>atng
Leona
intoxicatingliquor to minors.
losers with 9 points.
tain
order during the early stages
19 jury cases, 13 criminal and six
Mrs. Marinus Doornbos
Mr.
and
Mrs
Marvin
Woltersj ^oldring was fined $25 and $4 H)
o' a three-week strike at the local
civil,
Succumbs Unexpectedly
and family of Fennville were costs and sentence!u iu days
General Electric plant during OctoA total of 2.609 certified copies Progressive Dinner
Mrs
Marinus
Doornbos
58.
of ber as violenceerupted during the Christmas Eve guests in the home 10
an additiona. 15 da>s
were issued along with 192 no-^Held by C E. Group
of Mr and Mrs. Robert Cunning-if f,ne and
001 P^d.
1134
West
20th
St.
died
unexpectedj [,rst days of mass
picketing
>oltary commissionsTwenty registraA progressivedinner was enjoy- ly Thur>day afternoonat her home.] lowing early violence,order was .ham and daughter. Janet The two
tions for physrciansand vetermarians were filed along with five ed by the Senior Christian En-I She is survived by her husband, restoredand peacefulpicketing en- i familiesenjoyed dinner on Christ Mrs. Augusta Torgosz

Schools.

Falls From Scaffold

Rademaker.3536 Lake cident investigationrequire more and family Mr. and Mrs Hilbert paid.
; a son. Alfred Henry, time and ^ffort of police general- Hillman and son Dale. Mr. and Lari W'oWring. 21. oi 13.; Ea»t
Mrs. Donald Hillman of Kalamazoo Eifth St . pleaded guilty ms
ly. other unportant events involv-

to lead the winners with 16 points, Mrs. Joseph

'

Tk.

c

J

strike.

justice transcripts Three cases deavor ?ocietyof Fourth Reform- ; Marinus; one daughter, Mrs sued for the remainder of the mas Day at the Eten House u Succumbs of Age 64
ed Church Wednesdayevening.The Dorothy Calvin ot Hollins, Va ; i
Holland
were appealed to CircuitCourt
Marriage licenses totaled 750 dinner, consistingof four course*, two step-daughters. Mrs. John Four major breakins in the city. A 3c Jerry Foote arrived home FENNVILLE - Mrs. VugusU
nan, route l,
The number of a turned name and »*» served at the homes ol Mr Speet and Mrs. Paul Dunning, both including three safe crackings, l>aturday for a furlough
the Targosr
of P
co-partnershipcertificates was 420 and Mrs Howard Phillipis, Mr. and of Holland 10 grandchildren, her were cleared up Solved were safe home of hi* parent*. Mr and Mr* died early Thursday afternoon at
A total ol 231 permits were issued Mrs. Bud > Baker. Mr and Mr* father Tim Plakmeyer ol Grant; | jobs at the Hartel Insurance La Verne Foote Jerry ha.- been the south Haven Hospital
*urvivcd by her husband,
f<>r concealed weapon*- and Ml U- Un Overbcek and Mr. and Fred | two sister*, lenme Koop. Agency Vandenberg Motors and stationedat the Reese Air Force

Miss Shown Lynn* Broker
vi,

w*15

sm™

_____

_

m

Kobes

She

The engagementot Miss ^n.iron quor identification cards. Tax* .i.t
title j
Gauthier of Musk^orT.a foreman
for IndustrialPiping Co. of Hoi l^nm* Brower to Larry Print has Mito, totaled IT There were Games were played and white
announced by her parents, os„e orders determimnttime and elephantgift* exchanged.Roger
land, .lipped while
Mrs James Brower oT place ’ ot birth, 67'pet.tion> for Buurma, president pre.vented
naturalization and two declaration*and Mrs Roger Garvetink
j

o.

inten

M

Mr

,ors oi the group, with a gift trom

n.^nuiCiai
nian of Giant and Mrs John Hond- nfcit service station In addition a! Base
ered of Jenmm two brothers. burglary at the Four Star icnrk»
Kay and John Plaknwyei of Grant stationwas solved
Funeral services were Jidediiat-

the year, Holland police
place

.’•tv Mm.

in Ttsai

and
i:

Florence Varga Of Grand
Mr*' Gordon and Mr> 'VirginiaGale of

Mr

and Mr* Haven one
and family of ot Fort
|

urn
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spent and are still being spent on
roads and highways. Just
last week there appeared in newspapers over our great state of
Michigan an advertisement cap-

Holland City News new

y

changes Sunday afternoon.New Year’s
Day at 3 p.m. Prof. Seymour Swets
in the Federal government.
The cabinet and some key ap- will direct the singing and anyone
pointments have been made by in the community is invited to
President-ElectJohn F. Kennedy. take part. Mrs. Alyce Lantinga of
Meetings are being held aaily with Grand Rapids will be the accom-

many

conferences and appointments being top on the list, the newspapers over the country have chronicled the happenings of the year
I960 and before with the yearend

panist.

Mr. and Mrs. Andy Van Dyken
and family of Jenison have moved into the Nathan Boldt home on
Curtis St. for the winter months

while the Boldts are in Florida.
The Ver Hage families celebraof them are filled with
advertisements from business, in- ted their Christmas day on Mondustry and local governmental day in the all-purposeroom of the
organizations, public utilities,edu- Christian School.
Mr. and Mrs. Donavan Joslin
cational institutions and just good
wishes from people for the new and family of North Blendon reyear. Over the world there are cently moved into the residenceof
many problems that spring up with Mr. and Mrs. William Plummert
the people demanding more fre- on 36th St.
dom and more authority in their Baby daughterswere born recently to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
new forms of government.
We, here in our United States, Veenstra, Hillcrest St., and also
seem to be the ones that are go- to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Armstrong,
ing to need to find ways to help 22nd Ave.
with the finances of ail of these A watch-nightservice will be held
world movements. There are big tonight beginning at 9 p.m. at the
tasks awaiting the people who HudsonvilleBaptist Church. A
have been elected to the top of- film. "The Silent Witness” will be
fices in the nation, state and local shown. Special music will be proeditions.

Many

Dies in

Act.

Parent-Teacher Association visMiss Marilyn Joyce Boeve
Elementary
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Boeve of
School last week were amazed by
route 3 announcethe engagement
the handiworkof a group of fifth
of their daughter. Marilyn Joyce,
graders in constructinga beautito Arnold L. Mokma, son of Mr.
ful little model church for a
Christmas display project. The and Mrs. Lewis Mokma of route

Mrs. Fronk Chorles Boonstro
(Von Putten

to Lincoln

32 fifth grade pupils of teacher
Howard Reissing built the church
of corrugated cardboard,tissue
paper, art paper and other paper
materials. It took two weeks to
completethe model. The church
is eight feet tall including the
steeple, 37 inches wide and about
five and a half feet long.
Members of Mr. Reissing'sclass
who built the church are: Herbert
Barents, Ann Baron, John Casemier, Robert Bos, Mary Beth
Elenbaas. Judy Engstrom, Linda
Pyle. Linda Thoman, Donald Russcher, Helen Stanton. Terry Ko-

photo)

Miss Wildschut Becomes
Bride of Frank Boonstra

that Jesus can be present.
Miss Marianne J. Wildschut. , were dressed identicallyto the
11. It is good to obey the Lord daughter of Mr.- and Mrs. Louis maid of honor.
Jesus. Everythingought to go Wildschut of 236 East 14th St., and
Larry Landstra served as best
smoothly at a wedding.Celebra- Frank Charles Boonstra, son of man while James Boonstra. brothtions at a Jewish wedding in the Mrs. Ben Boonstra of Zeeland and er of the groom, was groomsman.
days of Jesus often lasted a week the late Mr. Boonstra, were mar- David H. Tyink and Allyn Wildand longer. If the family was ried Friday evening in Second schut, brqUier of the bride, seated
poor, then the celebration was Reformed Church of Zeeland.
the guests,
over in a day or two. When there
The Rev. Raymond Beckering Miss A. Van Kovering, organist,
was a shortage of wine, the mother performed the double ring cere- played traditionalwedding music,
of Jesus who had been told about mony in a setting of palms, cande- and also accompanied the soloist,
it. said to Jesus, "They have no labra and bouquets of poinsettias. Mrs. Carl Reisig,a sorority sister
wine ” The answer Jesus gave her The pews were decorated with of the bride.
sounds a bit sharp to our ears bows.
Following the ceremony the
but it was not that at all. Jesus
Miss Wildschut chose a floor- newlyweds greeted about 125
said, "Woman what have I to do length gown of tissue taffeta fea- guests in the church basement.
with thee? Mine hour is not yet turing a chapel train, princess Mrs. John Walters and Miss Helen
come.” Jesus wanted to impress lines, bustle and long tapered Hungerink poured while Mr. and
upon Mary that their "relationship sleeves.The sabrina neckline was Mrs. James Wyngarden served at
was changed and she no longer trimmed with scallops decorated the punch bowl. Gift room attenexercised the authorityof a moth- with pearls and sequins. Her head- dants were Mr. and Mrs. Chet
er over her child but that His piece. a semi-pillbox,was decor- Van Loo, aunt and uncle of the
Father’s will was supreme.
ated with pearls and sequins and groom.

'

He served in the U. S. Department of Labor, was a member of
the Rural ElectrificationBoard,

Lisa.

itors

Home

CHICAGO - John A. Lapp. 80,
died at his home at Thomacres,
Niles, Mich.. Thursday after a distinguishedpublic service career.
Dr. Law was well-known in the
Holland/area, spending summers
at the Lapp cottage at Macatawa
on Lake Michigan with his daughters and their families.
Dr. Lapp was the director of the
first legislativebureau of the
State of Indiana. He was one of
the authors of the First Federal
Vocational Act, the Smitb-Hughes

house. recently installed as pastor
of First Reformed Church in Zeeland7 and Mrs. Betty Mepplelink
with her four-year-olddaughter,

is'vtKMs srsi

John Lapp,

Civic Leader,

the neighborhoodwomen. New
neighbors included,Mrs, Margaret Lloyd, mother of Velma
Lloyd, a teacher in Zeeland High
School; Mrs. Gloria Pratt, whose
iiusbrnd is also a teacher in the
public schools; Mrs. Sarah Newhouse, wife of Rev. Adrian New-

t

1961 there will be

Dr

"Friends are like flowers" was
the theme used for the holiday
party for neighbors,given by
Mabel and Mrs. Nellie De Jonge
at their home at 239 East Central Ave., Thursday afternoon.
The De Jonge’s, residents at
this address for more than 40
years and Miss Hattie Rookus, a
neighbor for 38 years, welcomed

Lesson

Hudsonville

Engaged

Zeeland

Sunday School

tioned “Again Michigan leads the
Sunday, January 8
Nation! A total of 500 miles of
“The Fir* of HU Signs"
freeways is now open to traffic
John 2:1-11
in our great State of Michigan.”
By C. P. Dame
We are quoting so of the advertiseWhen Jesus was upon earth He
ment A record breaking 500 miles did not live the life of a hermit.
of modern freewaya-easier driv- The gospels tell us that Jesus ating and four times as safe as contended social affairs. Jesus entered
ventional highways— are now in
into all the affairsand problems
use by millions of Michigan motorof human life. Our lesson tells us
ists and thousands of vacation that Jesus was invitedto a wedTIM Room of the travelers
IMUnd City Mows
ding and went there and added
P u b 1 a h e d every
One highway alone - Interstate to the joy of the wedding. The
IT hu r * d a
by the 94— runs 203 continuousmiles from
sntJnel Prictlnt Co.
ministry of Jesus differed from
Office 54 • 56 Weet downtown Detroit to St. Joseph. the ministry of John the Baptist.
Eighth Street. HoUand, It’s the longest stretchof toll-free
Since Jesus is our Example, as
tticfclfaft.
Second cla»s poetage paid at limited access highway in the well as our Saviour, we also ought
Hotiand,Michigan.
United States! The advertisement to participatein all .the varied
goes on to say that Michigan holds areas of human life.
W. A. BUTLER
Editor and Publisher
1st place in Interstate System conL Jesus adds to life’s social
struction— up from 35th place 3 affairs. Marriage is a divine inyears ago. Since 1957 Michigan’s stitution.The Bible contains many
freeway mileage has increased 5 references to marriage. John says
The publisher ehall not be liable
for any error or errors lo printing times!
that there was a wedding in Cana,
any advertisingunless a proof of
One only has to travel around in in Galilee, a little town about
uch advertisementshall have been
obtained bv advertiser and returned this area. There are many bridges eight miles from Nazareth. The
by him In time for correction* with under construction in the Grand
mother of Jesus was invited and
such errors or cor reel km s noted
plainly thereon; and In auch case if Rapids area still and concrete Jesus and His disciples also.
any error so noted is not corrected, forms are fast taking *hape . . .
John does not name the Lord’s
publishers liabilityshall not exceed
such a proportion of the entire Millions of dollars are being poured mother. After the birth of Jesus
coat of such advertisement as the into highways ... This all helps
and the events connected with it,
space occupied by the error bears
to the whole space occupied by our local and state construction Mary is mentioned only five times
people to keep their people busy. in the gospels.It is significant that
such advertisement.
Again we ask that you obey all Jesus attended a wedding at the
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year. IS.00; six months, of the trafficregulations.There beginning of His ministry. Only
$5.00; three months. $1.00; single will be better days in store for all
John records the story of this
copy, 10c. Subscriptionspayable in
advance and will be promptly of us if we all practice Safety wedding. By His presenceJesus
discontinuedIf not renewed.
First.
made it kpown that He wanted to
Subscriberswill confer a favor
share in the joys of people^and
by reporting promptly any irregularity In delivery. Write or Phone
even add to them. Jesus has
EX a-UlL
brought much joy to homes which
have made Him the third partner
WE MOVE INTO 19C1
A Messiah Sing will be held at in the union. Every wedding should
With the coming of the year Unity ChristianHigh Gym on be conducted in such a manner
1

5, 1961

and appointed by PresidentRoose-

3.

mejan, Debbie Bouwman, Ronda
Smith. John Sumerix,Eddy Tug
gle, Bonnie Welters, Christi Kraak,

John Vander Weide, Robert Ter
Vree, Mary Ann Zeerip,Lile Sosa,
Victor Winstrom, Jack Zuverink,
Norman Nykamp, Wanda Huyser,
Sharon Hoffman. Nancy Dykhuis,
Roger Kuite, Randy Essenburg,
Lynn De Haan, Jerry Hoek and
Sue De Pree.
Mrs. Alice Decker, Church St.,
entertainedwith a birthday party
in honor of Ed Colts. This also
was a going away party for Mr.
Colts, who left last week with his
son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Colts, to spend two weeks in St.
Petersburg. Fla. Lunch was
served. The guests were his sister Mrs. Dena Blink, Frank Ver
Hey. Mrs. George Gebben. Mrs.
Marian Bergsma, Mrs. Clara Tubergan and the hostess, Mrs.

Miss Kathleen Steenwyk

Mr. and Mrs. Ben N. Steenwyk
of Hudsonville announce the en
gagtment of their daughter, Kathleen, lo Henry De Weerd. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Peter De Weerd of
Hudsonville.

Dr. John A. Lapp
velt to the Railway Arbitration
Board. He gave distinguished
teaching as a professor at Marquette University,Milwaukee, and
served as Labor Arbitrator in
many important cases.
He was presidentof the National Council of Social Work and the
National Catholic Welfare Council.
At recent nationalconventions of
the American Vocational Associa-

tion and the American Special
Libraries Associationhe was given citations as a founder of each

•

group.
In a generationof civic service
in Chicago Dr. Lapp served for
many years as president of the
Citizen'sSchools Committee, the
AmericanCivil Liberties Union and
the City Club of Chicago. He has

The words, "mine hour is not held an elbow length veil of im- For a wedding trip to Chicago
Alice Decker.
yet come" refer to the time of ported silk illusion. She carried a the new Mrs. Boonstra changed
The childrenof Thomas P. Vanbeen an active member of the
Christ’s death and resurrection. bouquet of white poinsettiasand into a raspberry red suit with
den Bosch of Grand Haven and
Independent Voters of Illinoisand
Mary told the servants to do what- holly. She was escorted down the black accessories.
formerlyof Zeeland helped him
on the National Board of Amerisoever Jesus would tell them to aisle by her father.
Mrs. Boonstra is a graduate of celebrate his 82nd birthday last
cans for Democratic Actior
do. Jesus told them to fill the six.
Miss Sylvia Wildschut. sister of Hope College where she was affili- Thursday, Dec. 15, at the home of
He has served as an adviser lo
waterpotsof stone with water the bride, as maid of honor, wore ated with Sigma Sigma sorority
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Vanden
scientific foundationssuch as the
which they did— they "filled them a street-length gown of red velve- and is now teaching at South
Bosch in Grand Rapids.
20th Century Fund. He was the
up to the brim." Then Jesus told teen featuring long sleeves and a High School in Grand Rapids Her
governments.We are going to vided by “home for the holidays"
Two dramatic Christmas readauthor of more than 30 books on
them
to
bring
what
was
in the sabrina neckline.A matchingclip
husband, a graduateof Ferris ings by B. G. Berghorst brought a
need the very best brains that we college students and a speaker
Labor and other social problems
waterpots to the governor of the hat held her veil. She :arried a Institute, is employed as a pharcan find to help with the prob- from the Bethel Baptist Church of
true Christmas atmosphereto the
includingseveral widely used secfeast. The six jars held about one white fur muff decorated with
macist in Grand Rapids. While in Tuesday luncheon meeting of the
lems. Government is constantly Kalamazoo will completethe proondary schools texts on civics,
hundred gallons.When the super- holly.
collegehe was affiliated with Phi Zeeland Rotary Club. Berghorst,
growing larger and more and more gram.
and a long series of studies of
intendent tasted the wine — the
Miss Pat De Jonge and Miss Delta Chi fraternity.
Many of the local churches will
people expect more and n ore serva Hope College sophomore and
career opportunitiesfor youths.
water had been changed to wine Joyce Disselkoen,as bridesmaids, Mr. and Mrs. Boonstra will make
have services tonight beginning at
ices from the government.
Zeeland Junior Rotarian,presented
Dr. Lapp was born in Fillmore,
—he commented on its super qual- and Miss Judith Wildschut. sister their home at 501 Morris Ave.,
In the year 1961 we hope that 7:30 p.m.
the story of a little s boy who
N. Y. educated at Alfred Univerity. Note that Jesus gives generof the bride, as junior bridesmaid, S.E., Grand Rapids.
Mrs. Nick Roek, Wilson St., has
there will be ways found to keep
couldn’t speak and who,, according
sity, Cornell University and the
Miss Nancv Von Regenmorter
ously and 'the best.
the peace as has been done in returned home from St. Mary’s
to the legend, played an important
University of Wisconsin,
The
engagement
of
Miss
Nancy
III. Jesus performed miracles for
the past year. All of our problems Hospital where she submittedto
Herman Schierbeek,855 West 32nd role at the birth that took' place Van Regenmorterto David L. Bos j Survivingare two daughters,
a purpose. In the Revised Standard
are going to need answers. We surgery recently.
in Bethlehem nearly two thous- has been announced by her parents, Mrs. David Hess, Thomacres,
St.
Version the word "signs" is used
can see many hours of sessions On Thursday evening the Fellowand years ago. A second reading Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Van Regen- Mich., and Mrs. Frank Johnson,
Discharged
Sunday
were
C.onin place of the word "miracles"
Admitted to Holland Hospital zalo Silva, 155 Burke Ave.; Ruth entitled "Could You Spare Five
that will soon move into action. ship class of the Baptist church,
morter of Jamestown. Mr. Bos Macatawa, Mich, and four grandin the King James Version. The
The remedies for our problems will with Rev. De Boer, teacher, held
Friday were Lisa Veltman, 724 Knoll, 86 West 18th St.: David Minutes of Christmas"concluded is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Hfnry children.
purpose of the Lord’s miracles was
need to be found. This year in its annual Christmas social' time.
Berghorst’s presentation
Funeral services were held
J. Bos of 117 West 17th St.
to testify to the fact of His deity. Riley Ave ; Mrs. Earl De Witt, Ebels. 129 East 22nd St.; John W.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Vander
Members of the Men’s Bible
Michigan we will have the revenMulder.
139
East
25th
St.;
RoseTuesday
at Carrolls Funeral Home
Miss
Van
Regenmorter
attended
462
Frances
Harriet
Dr.,
Baton
All of the miracles recordedin
ue from the additionalone cent Molen and family of Ann Arbor
Class of First Reformed Church Laval Universityin Quebec and is
25 East Erie St., Chicago.
the gospels which Jesus performed Rouge. La.; David Ebels, 129 East mary Coronado, 77 River Ave.;
helped Benjamin Kool of 27 West now a senior at Calvin College.
sales tax. This should help with were dinner guests on Monday at
were motivated by love and sym- 22nd St.; Ruth Knoll. 86 West 18th Mrs. Charles Clevenger and baby.
the finances. We look to the future the home of their parents. Mr.
401 Howard Ave.; Mrs. Calvin Cqitral Ave., to keep his 32 year Her fiance,a graduate of Calvin
pathy. The motto of the Lord's
state finances for 1961 with a bet- and Mrs. John Vander Molen,
St.; Dan Ernest Kline, route 1, Langejans and baby, 244 East 15th perfect Sunday school attendance College, is teaching at Sylvan
life was service. The miracle at
ter treasury report. There is a ScHbol St.
record intact Sunday by meeting ChristianSchool in Grand Rapids.
Cana brought gladness to the wed- West Olive; Gertrude Prins, 338 St.; William Compaan. 28 West
at Zeeland Hospital where Mr.
job for everyone when it comes to
Mr. and Mrs. Les Ohlman and
Plans are being made for a
34th
St.:
Mary
De
Witt,
route*
1;
ding party and fostered faith in Lincoln. Zeeland; Randall Donley.
Kool is convalescingfollowing sur- summer wedding.
the operationof our governmental family had as their guests on
Brian
Nead,
394
West
21st
St.;
His disciplesas the words, "and 2407 142nd Ave.; Daniel Hoving,
gery. Before entering the hospital
affairs. Keep informed, take part Christmasday. Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Albert John Veen, route 2.
His disciplesbelieved on Him" 1993 Ottawa Beach Rd.
Mr. Kool remarked that he dreadin some of the affairs of the day. Veldman of Beaverdam.
Cornelius Lamberts. 84. who for
Hospital
births
list
a
daughter,
indicate. These disciples were new
DischargedFriday were Donald
ed breaking his Sunday School
then you will be able to underMrs. Ben Waite. Barry St., has
the past 10 years had made his
and they had to grow in faith. The Arends, 400 West 2lst St.; Steven Dawn Renee, born Saturday to
attendance record more than he
home with his son - in • law and
stand better the complicated form been staying at the home of her
signs which Jesus wrought did not Nykamp, route 1. West Olive; Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Russel Van 4)en
feared the surgery. The Rev.
daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Dan Van
of our government. Always remem- daughter and son-in-law,Mr. and
Bosch,
route
2:
a
daughter.
Cindy
always create belief. Some people Kenneth Marlink and baby, 376
Adrian
J.
Newhouse,
pastor
of
Dyke. 627 West 23rd St., died
ber that it is your tax dollar that Mrs. .Lloyd Drew of JenLson.
do not want to believe.
Marquette:Mrs. Frank Love and Joy, born Saturday to Mr. and
the church and Sunday School
Saturday evening in Santa Baris being spent. Many, many of our
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Blauwkamp
Mrs.
James
Holtgeerts,
86
Lynden
baby, 10!i East 15th St.; John
SuperintendentHugh De Pree. not
bara Hospital, Santa Barbara,
financial problems could be solved and family and Mr. and Mrs. EdOverbcek,route 5; Carl Damson. Rd.; a daughter, Tamela Dawn,
members of the class, also attendif there were better ways of re- ward Gruppen of Borculo left last
Calif. Mr Lamberts had a stroke
born
Saturday
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
729 East Madison St., Hastings;
ed the unique meeting. Those
last Tuesday.
ducing the great number of dupli- Wednesday tor a holiday vacation
Simon Rasmussen,515 West Main. Melvin Hirdes, 353 West 21st St.;
present were Cyrus Vande Luycations in government.
He had been spending the winin Florida.
a
daughter,
Pamela
Sue.
born
SatFeonville; Marcia George, 1383
ster, Mr. Kool, Ralph Alsterda,
ter with his daughter. Mrs. CornelMany people have already reMrs. Henry Zwagerman. School In
Lakewood Blvd.; Edward Slooter, urday to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Peter Byle. Alvie Millard. Clarius Kopelman, in Santa Barbara.
ceived their tax bills and they St., had as Christmasguests her
206 West 11th St.; Daniel Hoving, Bambach. 190 West 15th St.
He formerly lived at 196 West
have noticed that the halls of family. Mr. and Mrs. Capron ZEELAND— Four persons were 1993 Ottawa Beach Rd.; Randall
A daughter, Jane Laurel, born ence Everts. Louis De Kraker,
19th St. in Holland.
learning are taking some rather Gulbrandsen of Barrington, 111.,
Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Lambertus Fris. Earl Teague,
injured in the city’s first accident Donley. 2407 142nd Ave.
Bern Schipper. Arnold Van Doom,
He was born in the Netherlands
heavy bites of the dollar. They Marcia and Sandra of Chicago.
Waterway,
268
North
Division;
Admitted Saturday were Paula
and had lived in Holland 55 years.
are also in the process of trying Mr. and Mrs. Don Gillette and ot 1961 which occurred at 1:45 a.m. Jenson, 4008 South Landess, daughter, Lois, born Sunday to Lawrence Dams. William Bolman,
Sunday at the intersection of Maple
B. J. De Witt, John Zwyghuizen,
Before he retired in 1949 he worked
to figure out how many dollars family of East Lansing.
Marion. Ind.; Mrs. Walter Alver- Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Tuggle. 9 West
St
and Lincoln Ave.
also class president Albert Kuyin the finishing room at West
they win receive or will have to
A Christmascantata. “A Song
son.
124 East Seventh St.; Rose Main St., Zeeland; a son. Sllvanus
Michigan FurnitureCo. for 15
pay on their income tax. Think it Unending" was presented on Sun- Joan Brookhouse, 16. of Maple Coronado, 77 River Ave.; Verne Sylvester, born Monday to Mr. and ers, the Rev. A. J. Newhouse, Sunyears. He formerly was a cigar
over carefully. We cannot continue day evening at the Hudsonville St., was reported in good condi- Vedder. 92 West 10th St.; Calvin Mrs. H. Stephen Sitole, 655 Tennis day School Siipt. Hugh De Pree
maker having worked for Van
to waste our tax dollars. We are Baptist Church with Clair Hess tion today at Zeeland Hospital Kleinheksel,route 3; Mrs. Harold Ave.; a daughter born Monday to and William Van Eenenaam, the
Tongeren Superior and later had
spending millions, that could be directing.Wendall Borrink. home with a fractured collarbone.Three Veldheer. 398 Lincoln Ave.; Susan Mr. and Mrs. William Howard, 471 teacher of the Bible Class.
The Misses Barbara Jo Faber,
his own business.He was a charused to better advantage if the from Moody Bible Institute was other persons hurt in the tw.o-car Moore, route 2. West Olive; Judith Rose Park Dr.
Lynn Van Eden. Marla Bos. Sharon
ter member of the Berean Church.
waste could be reduced. People the narrator. Special solo parts crash were treated at the hospital Dornbos,140 West 16th St.; Keith
Miss Corole Anne Deptiydr
for minor injuriesand released.
Yntema and Ron Bekins are home
Surviving besidesthe two daughall over the world seem to think were sung by Mr. Hess. Wendall
Van
Tatenhove.
route
2;
Laurie Ottowo Humane Society
Zeeland police said the cars
from Western Michigan Univer- The engagement of Miss Carole ters, Mrs. Kopelman and Mrs. Van
that we should supply the money Borrink.and Mrs. Lois Strien.
De
Boe. 1558 Ottawa Beach Rd.; Schedules Election
Anne
Depuydt
to
Jerry
L.
Rice
sity, Kalamazoo, for the ChristDyke are four sons. Christian. Corfor any number of improvementsAccompanists were Miss Judy were driven by Richard Lee Mrs. Maurice Walters, route 1;
has been announced by her parnelius, John and Julius of Holm their way of life. Our gold has Schut and Mrs Gerrit R. Schut Glass. 16. of route 1. Zeeland, and Janet Todd. 212 West 10th St.; Ran- The Ottawa County Humane mas holiday vacation.
ents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jule
Depuydt
fJames Lamar, 21, of route 1, HolSociety is conducting an election The Misses Norma Keppel. Linda
reached the point where there are on the organ and piano.
land: a daughter-in-law,Mrs. Aldall Johnson. 843 144th Ave.; John
ol 677 Van Raatle Ave.
land. Miss Brookhouse was a pasby mail to name eight members De Bruyn. Mary Elzinga. Kitty
bert Lamberts of Holland: 25
problems The improvement and
Miss Betty Schipper. ’ daughter
Slag. 81 West Ninth St.
Mr.
Rice
is the son of Mr. and
senger in Lamai's auto, police
to the board of directorsto serve Hole and Keith and Craig Hubbell
grandchildren:
22 great grandchilbuildup of our reserve can stand of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Schipper,
Discharged Saturday were Mrs.
Mrs/ Donald Rice of 166 Fairtwo-year terms. Deadline for turn- are home from Michigan State
dren; one brother,Dick Lamberts
a lot of work The year 1961 is is representingthe Hudsonville said.
Chester Harper. 259 East 11th St.;
banks Ave.
Botii Lamar and Glass and a
the time to improve anv number Reformed Church at the national
Mrs. Lewis Vice. 523 Douglas: (ng . in ballots which have been University lor the holiday svaca- Miss Depuydt is in training at of Grand Rapids.
passenger
in
Glass’
car,
16-yearof problems that ha\e been held youth assembly being held at
Cloverlyn Aaldering, 3346 142nd mailed to all adult members is bon.
Mercy School of PracticalNursing
old Gilmer Boetsma of route 1,
5 p.m. Monday. Jan. 9. Envelopes j Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Tanis of
over from the year 1960 We won- Pella, Iowa this week
Ave.; Mrs. Jay Scholten,87 West
Mrs. Anna De Vries
in Cadillac.
Zeeland,
suffered
cuts
and
bruises
addressedto the society'shead- j Iowa City. Iowa and Wayne Tanis
der just how well we will do the
A late Christmasparty will bei •
,•
31st St.; Mrs. Fannie Siminow, 244
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Christian Sets Record;

Hope Wallops Wheaton
Maroons Score

Dutch Take

81-59 Victory

87-72 Victory

Over Warriors

For 6th

WHEATON, HI -

Holland Christian'scagers set a

new school scoring mark on
Civic Center court

per cent of

the

noon by trimming the Muskegon
ChristianWarriors, 81-59. The

a

Hitting on 49
and led by

its shots

sharpshooting Jim Vander Hill,
Hope College's basketball team
crushed Wheaton College, 87-72
here Monday night before 3,000
fans in Centennial Gym.

Monday after-

Hollanderssnapped

Win

two-game

losing streak with the win and
now 5-2 for the season while the
losers now have a 2-4 mark.

It

was Hope's sixth win

starts

and the third in

in eight

five

games

with Wheaton. The Crusaders are

A packed house of 2,500 fans
looked on as the locals set the
new scoring mark, eclipsing the
previous high of 79 markers, registered on several occasions.With
3(i seconds remaining in the game,
reserve forward Harold Diepenhorst pushed the Maroons over the
79 mark with two successful free

UPI

ranked 18th in the

small-

college poll.

Vander Hill scored 29 points for
his highest total this season and
also the high mark in his twoyear career at Hope. He hit 13
baskets and was the trigger man
on Hope's fast break. He also led
the Hope defensive assault.
The first half was close for all
but the final minute of play when
Hope pulled to a nine-point40-31
halftime bulge. But in the second
half, the Dutch dominated play
and the Crusaders never threaten-

throws.

Coach Art Tuls' club looked like
the Maroons of early season for
most of the game as they shot
well, executed their patterns with

precision and made only a few
technical mistakes. Tuls was
pleased with the performanceof
his squad, particularly in the second half as they poured 44 points
through the nets to completely outclass the scrappy invaders.

LIBRARY AT NIGHT

Tuls tried various combinations
throughout the game and for a
large part of the second half
played a lineup of four juniors
and senior center Frank VLsser.
All of the reserves turned in fine
games. After a slow start Visser
came to life and again played a
good game along with junior for-

Valparaiso
In

No Calamities in '60—

1
J

the

Crusaders. 15 of 25.
From the floor. Hope had 34 of
ward Clare Van Wieren. Tom Don Boyink calmly sank two 87 for 38 per cent on halves of
Bouman, a senior guard, turned free throws with two seconds left|i8-40 and 16-47 while Valparaiso
in his best game of the season,Saturday night to give Hope Col- had 39 of 84 for 46 per cent. The

and garnered
time he

Crusaders had halves
|l‘me w'n over Valparaiso Univer- 35 and £
23 for 49.

14 points during the 'eSe s basketballteam a 94-93 over-

played

Mu-ikegon stuck with the locals
throughout the first period and
still only trailed by seven at halftime, However they just didn’t
have the size and shooting to compete with the Hollanders in the
second half. The Muskies exhibited some fine shooting with Fred
Vanden Brand connecting from
out along with Hugh Broersma and

sity

1

fans in the Civic

Center.

Hope had

Boyink.
Reid,

5
2

7
........ 6

c

.........

g

f

Vander Hill, g

taken -the ball out of Hulst.

.....
......

5

3
3

2

2

12

0

4

4

4

1

18

2

4

14

14

4

24

0

0

6

1

8

2
bounds following a Dutch time out Nederveld, c ......
2
........
was attempting to Schut.
0
center A1 Wagenmaker doing a fine shoot when he was fouled by Larry Venhuizen. g ......
job under the
| Holle. Jim Vander Hill had blocked
Totals ..... 34 26
The locals hopped out to a 4-0 and then interceptedRalph MoelValparaiso 193)
lead on two baskets by Van Wier- 1 lenhoff's shot with 18 seconds left

g

and Boyink.

basket.

en before the losers were able to ; and returned the ball up the floor
score. Van Wieren added the next before the time out was called.
four points also before the MuskeThe Crusaders were leading,93gon quint knotted the count at 8-8. 92 with 1:31 left on a long shot
Then Bouman started to connect by Jim Zweifel.Bob Reid tried a
for the Maroons as the team trad- jump shot for the Dutch and
ed baskets for much of the pierod. missed with 42 seconds left and
Before the quarter was aver Bou- Valparaiso got the ball and mo’ ed
man had nine points as the locals down the floor to where the 6'8”
led 20-18 at the horn.

ago.

lead.

Steady Progress
Found Guilty

At Jury Trial

f

V
Jim Vander Hill
53 pointN in 2

off

gamea

.

...

(

_

,
1*

,r

AVCn

streets.
Parke,AOG

the attack the rest of the half. for a new high school and other ing local
UlGS Clt
/o
Wheaton went into a full court school improvements and anothOn the industrialfront.
3
0
0
0
press in the second half but the er of $1.6 million for a new sew- Davis is making progress on
: Sylvester Zych. 78. of 54 West
defense played into Hope's plans. age treatment plant and installa- new $64 million plant on (he p|r's| st. died early Saturday
16
94
Hope succeededin beating the tion of interceptorsystems. Work north side. Ihe new addition : at his home following a six months
FG FT PF TP press and made the fast break go. already has begun on the new inclosed with a thin polyethelene illness. Mr. Zych was born in PoWith five minutes of play elapsed, high school which school officials wrap which protects construction land ami had lived in Holland for
4
31
Kriston. f .......... 11 9
the Dutch were in front 55-43 and hope <o have completedearly in work going on inside.
the past 48 years He was a retired
0
2
Jewell, f .......... 0 0
led 64-50 at the 10-minute mark.
1962. Work also is continuing on
The visit of Screen Actor and cabinet maker, having worked in
0 11
Moellenhoff.c ...... 5 1
Twice in the final six minutes, the new West Ottawa High School TV Star Ronald Reagan to Hol- furniture v factorieshere and was
4
7
Clements, g ........
3
Hope
held 16-pointleads and in north of Holland, and on the new land in April was climaxed with last employed at Bay View FurniZweifel. g ..........
1
2 17
a topnotch speech on business be- ture Co Mr. and Mrs. Zych celethe
closing seconds led 87-70 for high school at Hamilton.
10
1
5
21
Schoon.
.......
the biggest bulge of the game.
One
of the most significant mea- fore members of local service brated their 50th wedding anni5
6
Lichtenberger,c .. . 3 0
Hope made 16 of 32 from the sures of growth for Holland was clubs in Civic Center.
versary on Jan. 7, 1956. He was a
0
0
Shurr. g ..........% . 0 0
floor in the first half for 50 per the 1960 census listing the city’s
A nostalgic note hit Holland member of St. Francis de Sales
0
0
2
Holle, f .............
cent and tallied 19 of 39 in the population at 24,777, compared when the long abandoned >S. S. Church and the Holy Name Society.
second half for 49 per cent. This with a 1950 figure of 15.858. This Alabama made its la«t trip up
Surviving are his wife. Victoria;
Totals ... 39 15 24 93
gave the Dutch 35 baskets in 71 10-year growth takes into consid- Lake Macatawa a month ago seven sons. John. Frank. CanOfficials: Marv BylsmA and Chuck
headed for Brewer’s City Coal mier (Chuck), Henry Edward, l^eo
tries for their best shooting this eration the annexed areas.
Bull, both of Grand Rapids.
season.
Although Holland had no disas- Dock where it will be dismantled and William all of Holland: two

3

1

8

Ninth St., right of way. $7 Gomt
ScHrotenhoer.Jr . of 653 West 27th
St., improperleft turn. $7
Erwin Lee Nienhuis.of 485 East
24th SI . railroadflasher. $16;
Keith Sherwin Rigtermk. route 1,
Hamilton, red light, $7; Verna Lou
| Timm(.r
of 194 East 26th St ,
speeding. $10; Cecil R Herrill, of

its

is

2
8

g

Moellenhoffeager to get rid of the
ball made his mistake.
The five-minute overtime was
the most exciting period the Dutch
have had this season. Hope had
dropped a 90-86 overtime to Valgin. Christian got balanced scor- paraiso in Valparaiso three years
ing from five boys to outscore

After the invaders knotted the
count at 20-20, the winners began
to move and never were in trouble again, although they were not
able to build a comfortable mar-

for

Hope (94) ...
FC. FT PF TP

Van Wieren, f .....
Vanderbilt,f ......

It was Hope's fifth win in seven
starts and the sixth loss in seven
starts for the Crusaders who were
making their first appearancein
Holland.

of 16
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(Sentinel photo1

sage to City Council last week list- electrical workers There was some
ed the development of several new, violenceon Oct. 10 resulting in an
Injunction iTmitingpickets on the
offstreet parking lots, 73 new street
picket line.
lights,improved lights on cityOn the safety front, Holland had
operated parking lots, new lights two fatal accidents on highways
for Riverview Park, improve- during I960. A third victim was
Perhaps the happiest event was ments to Graafschap Rd . 7.1 killed in an accident on a private Randall D. Gwaltncy. 18. of Holthe dedication of Herrick Public miles of water mains laid, the parking lot.
land. was found guilty at a jury
Hundreds of constructionworkLibrary early in May. This beau- $:> 4 million expansion program at
trial in Municipal Court Thursers and others have been busy
tiful modern buildingwas the gift the city light plant, and plans for
day afternoonof a charge of reckthe* past year for the new generatto the people of Holland from Mr. sewer improvements.
ing plant of Consumers Power Co. less drivingsdating back to Dec.
and Mrs. Ray Herrick of Tecum- The mayor also was pleased
seh, former Holland residents. that the city tax rate was only at Port Sheldon. This multi-mil- 15 when he and two companions
lion dollar developmentwill have
Dr. J. H. van Roijen. Netherlands 8 cents per $1,000 assessed valuawere apprehended by police after
ambassador to the United States, tion higher than the previous year. a capacity of 265.000 kilowattsor a chase. He previouslyhad pleadgave the dedicatory address. Holland had its share of snow 356,000 horsepower. This unit .is
ed guilty to transportingliquor in
Events were held in the library, the past year. The snowfall was planned for operation in 1962 A
second
unit is planned for com- his car ami driving without an
followed by a dinner in Civic Cen- light early in the season, amountpletion in 1963 Together the two operator'slicenseA case of tailing
ter..
ing to only about 21 inches, but
units will provide enough power
The past year also saw the com- the bulk fell after Jan. 1, and the to meet the needs of 800.000 per- to stop (or a stop street was displetionof a new women’s dormi- total for the 1959-60season was
miss'd
sons.
tory on Hope College campus 103. 5 inches, compared with 127.3
Sentence on Gwaltney and his
Planning Is going ahead for the
known as Phelps Hall. Ground inches the previousyear. Summer new- Interstate 96 along Lake Mich- two companions has been deferred
also was broken for the new Van temperatureswere near normal,
igan from the Indiana line up to until a later date
Z o e r e n Memorial Library bn but a heat wave the second week
Holland Dlans for an elaborate Others appearingin Municipal
Graves PI. with G. John Van in September provided the high* inlerchahge at the junctionof US- Court were Alvin D Tymk. of 85
Zoeren who donated more than a
the year w ith hree j
h of HolIand have bl,cn East 39th St . careless driving. $15;
half milliondollars for the build- days of 90 to 95 degrees. I’rm- ' , .
One Berghor.st. of 402 Fifth Ave.,
_
ing turning over the first shovel ously. the mercury had reached
assured clear distance, $7: William
of dirt.
90 on only one occasion on Aug.
.
Rooks, of 156 North 120th Ave ,
During 1960. citizens passed two 19 A cloudburst \ug. 9 brought jylVGSlGr
right of way to through traffic,
7
bond issues,one of $34 million 182 inches- of precipitation, flood$7, Edward A. Dulyea. of 215 West

1

26 of 39 free shots and

Overtime

Using a Crown Graphic camera, the photographerhad a oneMl. The new libraryhas been used exten-

the current heavy snowfall showing the well lighted spacious sively since its dedication last May.

Hope made seven of eightt free
throws in the overtime while die
Crusadersdidn't get a shot as
the Dutch didn't commit a foul
in the five minutes. Hope made

Dutch Edge

Ave.

Public

Hope led 21-18 at the 10-minute
mark after the game was tied 14lepd
14 with 12:15 left. The game was
in exciting copy tor 196().>bui
what
).W
also tied 28-all and 30-all before
larked in catastrophes it made
Vander Hill hit two free throws to
up in achievementand gradual
put Hope in front, 32-30.
improvement in an enlarged city
The Dutch never again trailed.
more than four times larger than
it was three years ago.

VANDERBILT GOES IIP - Capt. Bill VanderbiH (241 of Hope
College leaps high in the air to give Hope two points against
Valparaiso University Saturday night in a basketball game in
die Civic Center. The Dutch won, W-93 in an overtime on two
free shots by Don Boyink (321 behind Vanderbilt. Jim Vander
Hill (15) is the other Hope player while the Valparaiso players
are Jim Lichtenberger 135), Chuck Kriston (341, Bob Schoon
(Mil Hale photo)
(23) and Jim Zwiefel.

shooting average on 31 out of 64
tries. Coach Elmer Walcott'squintet also turned in a respectable
36 per cent average, hitting on 21
out of 58.

This night scene of Herrick

interiorthrough the wall of windows fronting on River

ed.

Particularlypleasing to the
Christiancoach was a 48 per cent

—

library was taken by a Sentinel photographershortly before second exposure at

Wheaton, 97-74 winners over New
Hampshire last Friday night, made
12 of 47 in the first half for 25
per cent and 18 of 50 in the second half for 36 per cent. This gave
the Crusaders 30 of 97 for 31 per

trous fires inside its limits, local
residentswere concerned over Ihe
$200,000 fire which destroyed Saugatuck's mast famous landmark,
the Big Pavilion, and a $300,000 fire
which destroyed the hatching
plant of De Witt's Zeeland Hatchery. Both occurred early in May
at a time when Holland was dedicating its new libraryand preparing for the four-day Tulip Time

3464 River Ave .
school,

Mina Ewart, Jenison. assured
clear distance.$17; Terry Vanda
Wage, ol 130 Vander Veen Ave ,
.speeding. $$5: William J Sherman.
Grand Junction, speeding.$15;
Maxine Riksen, of 582 West 19th
St . speeding, $15 suspended after

__

traffic school

for scrap.
daughters. Mrs. Arthur Van Dyke!
Civic Center wax in wide de- of Holland and Mr- Lucian
mand for civic events during the . miny of Providence*
1: 20

Moor

R

following too

closely. $20 siLspendedafter traffic

S(hlppet H(JJ

and take a 37-30 Reid was the hero of the regu- In WrJInrkrl
year. In addition to a full sched grandchildren; three great grand- Birthday Party
halftime
lation contestas he popped a 12- 1'**
axicU
u!e of sporting events, the build- chj|dreft
With Visser leading the way with fool jump shot with eight seconds
A birthday party was held Friing was used for concert, sport
Girls
First
12 markers in the period, the to play to knot the game at 83-83.
day atfernoon for Rhonda Schipand home shows, programs and
cent.
Maroons looked sharp as they
With Hope trailing. 83-81 with 20
per who marked her sixth annitwo special events, the Junior Wel- Driver Cited After Crash
At the free throw line, Hope
First baby of the New Year at
poured in 21 points in less than seconds left, Glenn Van Wieren inOttawa County deputies charged versary qo Christmasday. The
fare Follies la«t spring and the
cashed in on 11 of 23 with eight of
six minutes of play while Muske- tercepteda Crusader pass and got Holland Hospital was a baby girl
Holland High School musical, “The Robert B Maynard.41, .ol 18 East) party was held in the home of her
11 and nine of 12 while Wheaton
gon could add but eight. The Hol- the ball to Vander Hill who drove born Sunday at 1:10 a m. to Mr. had 12 of 21 on halves of 7 of
Sixth St., with tailure to maintainparents. Mr and Mrs. Donald/^King and I." in November
landers connected for 12 baskets in for the tying layup. But Reid, and Mrs. Bernard Waterway. 268
festival.
On the labor front, a three-week an assured clear distance follow Schipper. 171 East 35th St A pas13 and five of eight.
in the period out of lb attempts noting the time and wanting to setHope's zone defense in the secSeveral municipal accomplish- strike paralyzed operafions at the ing a two-car rear-end collision at tel color scheme was Used.
North Division.She was named
to really put the game on ice. up a play, had called time out and
Monday at US-31 and
Invited guests were Lori Nyond
half and its ability to work menls as listed by Mayor Robert General* Electric plant in October, 11.30 a
With 2:05 left in the period Chris- (he Vander Hill basket was nulli- Jane Laurel and weighed 8 lbs., around the Wheaton press prevent- F. Visscher in his yearend mes- part of a nation-wide strike of Felch St. Deputies said Maynard's kamp. Gay Schipper. Beverly
11 ozs. There are lour other chiltian led 58-38 and Tuls inserted fied.
car struck the rear of a car driv- Bremer. Chrissie Baker. Jane
ed the Dutch from much fouling.
his juniors for the remainderof
Hope's most stirring perform- dren in the family.
en by Jerry J. Schuur, 88. ol Kala- Vander Meulen, Jilayne Mooi and
Coach Russ De Vette complimentthe game. Vanden Brand pumped ance in the game, which was ragl.oren Schipper
mazoo.
Second baby to arrive was a ed his club on the “great defense."
in three from out during the quar- ged from time to time by both
He said the “fast break was
daughter, Lois, born at 12:53 p.m.
ter for the losers who trailed 64- clubs, came in the closing two and
to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Tuggle. 9 working well and we played one
45 going into the final period.
a Jjalf-minutes. Trailing. 83-75 with
West Main St., Zeeland. She of our best games." ‘T am well
The local scoring machine stalled 2:30 left, Vander Hill, Van Wieren
weighed 7 lbs., 15 ozs. There are satisfiedand it was a fine team
at the opening of the last period and Norm Schut all hit baskets
ZEELAND — Breaking the game were strong in Hie first peifyl
six other children in the Tuggle effort, " De Vette said. “It will
while Muskegon narrowed the gap in the minute and 23 seconds to
give us a good start for M1AA open in the third quarter with a * Goweos. on leave from Fort Sill.
family
to 64-52. Then junior Paul Steg- put Hope within two and setup
33-point scoring barrage. Cook's . put on a dribbling exhibitionin
In Zeeland Community Hospital, play." De Vette added.
enga took over for the winners the hectic last minute action.
Vander Hill hit eight of 13 tries Texaco Oilers whipped Grand the third quarter as the Oilers
the first baby was a girl. Honda
with three quick ones to get the
Prior to intercepting MoellenLee. born at 5:40 a m. to Mr. and in ihe first half and five of 10 in Rapids Sullivans.105-82 Monday moved to a 78-55 advantage
attack under way. From this point hoffs shot, Vander Hill had missed
Mrs. Ronald Van Dyke, 394 East the .second half. Vanderbilt,who | night before 1.500 fans in the Herb Lee paced the Oilers with
on the Maroons moved out to a a possible tying bakset with 40
22 points on II baskets while
Lincoln St.. Zeeland. She weighed followed with 18 points, made one Zeeland High
75-52 count with two minutes re seconds to go and after Reid's
8 lbs. A son. weighing-8 lbs., 3 of four and four of six while Reid ! it was fhe eighth straight win Benex followed with 20. making 10
maining. Both coaches cleared the tying bucket Chuck Kriston. who
ozs., was born at 12.30 p.m. to had 16. He hit four of .seven and for the Oilers who held Sullivans baskets. Brown followed with 18
benches at this point as the’los-'had made 11 baskets, missed a
Mr. and Mrs Wendell Groene- three of seven in the second half, j t0 just n points in the third ! points while Duncan and Gowens
I've packed my bags and
ers outscored the Maroons 7-6 in shot with two seconds left to send.)
Van Wieren also had 50 per cent .quarter
each had 17. Jim Westbrookhad
veld, route 1. Allendale.
the closing
the game into overtime.
Grand Haven's first baby of the NVI^ *our
'J1 *ame The game had been close in the six and Tarp London four »o round files and am now in the
Visser led all scorers with' 19 The Crusaders made five baskets
from the floor. He also had two first half with the teams match- out the scoring
year arrived at Municipal Hospital
process of moving into my
markers, followed by Van Wieren in the overtime. Kriston hit the
at 3:34 p.m. A son. weighing 7 free shots to give Hope four j ing baskets.Sullivanswas leading The winners made 49 baskets
with 17. Wagenmaker led the War- first one to take an 85-83 lead,
dew State Farm Insurance
25-18 at the end ol the first period and "Seven free shots- in 13 tries
lbs., 9 ozs., was born to Mr. and double-figure
riors, with
Hope scored three points to movej
The Dutch. 2-0 in the MIAA, re- but the Oilers outscored the losers. Sullivanshit on 31 baskets and 20
Mrs. Joseph Behmke. 1016 Colfax
office. So fust give me a coll
Christianconnected on 19 out of out 87-85 before *Valpo tied the,
St., Grand Haven. There are two turn to league play Saturday night; 27.19 in the .second frame to take of 25 free shots,
28 free throw attempts while Mus- count.
against Adrian (ollege in the a one-point45-44 halftime lead
if you have any questions
other children in the family.
Pete Tillot-»on.former Michigan
kegon hit on 17 out of
Van Wieren's three points put
Civic Center at 8
George Duncan and Herbie Lee captain, led the losers with 32
Holland Christian1 now rests un- Hope up 90-87 before the
(87)
about Auto, Life, or Fire lrled the third quarter onslaught.
til they entertainSt. Joseph next ers bombed again. Vander Hill Progressive Breakfast
FG FT PF TP Lee hanged home four quick has points He hit 1! baskets and 10 of
11 free shots Bob Armstrongfolsurance. I'll be glad to meet
Tuesday on the Civic Center court. made two free shots to move Hope Held Followina Dance
5
Vanderbilt,
8
3 18
kets and Duncan scored five buck- lowed with II while Ron Kramer.!
ahead 92 89 with 2 03 left before
Holland (hr. (81)
Van Wieren. f ... 4 2 4 10 eh m the
with you anywhere,any time
Green Bay Packers football playFG FT PF TP Moellenhoffand Zweifel countered A progressivebreakfastyras held Boyink.
4
1
9
2
.....
hat h learn scored 27 points in er. had nine Tom Mai* picked up
about your family insurance
1
2
3 with buckets
Disselkoen.f
16
Reid, g
2
2
the fourth period with Paul Bene* eight while Bob Vander Werf had
Van Wierttv-i' ..... 7 3 3 17 /The game was tied 19 times. 11 Tuesday at the homes of Miss Vander Hill, g ... 13 3 0 29 leading the Oilers with eight
needs. My new office and
seven Hal Stacy canned six and
..77
8
2 19 in the first half, four in the sec- Nila Wilber on Perry St.. Miss Nederveld, c .... . 0
2
Visser, TT
1
tallies Renew was strong on the Larry Stuart added four
4 ond half and lour in Ihe overtime. Mary Hakken on Haywood Ave. Schut. g
0
phone number art listed
Windemuller. g ./... 2 0 3
2 boards m the second half
It was the second win tor the
14 Hope led 21-19 at the first' 10- and Miss Marlene Rauch in Mar- Venhuizen. g ..... 1
Bouman. g
•.... 6‘ 2
0
2
Jumping George Brown paced
below.
9 minute mark and a 10 point spurt lacoba Subdivision Acting as hosts Hulst. f
1
0 0
0
0
Tuls. g
..... 1 7
the second quarter attack with six Oiler » over Sullivans The Oden
and
also
their
escorts
to
the
dance
in
the
final
three
mmutrx
of
the
0
0
1
9
1
Hesselink, >rry. f 0 0
Stegenga. c
host the IndianapolisTruckers on
baskets, includingtou t hook
2 first half gave the Dutch a 47-39 were Georg'* Dome. Jnck fielder
0
0
0
0
..... 1 0
l
Fredricks |
Hetaelink. Jim. f
while Herb lee and Art Gi
Jan 21
and Glenn Bareman, respectively. Scheerhorn g ____.. 0 0 0 0
0
2
2 halftime lead
Diepenhorst.f .....
_
The
Crusaders,
led
by
Kruton's
A
party
following
the
breakfast
0
.....
0
0
2
Vander Wall f
17
six, haskeu took a 70-64 lead at wa» given by Mim Janice Tenck
15 1;
. 35
Total*
the
second
half
lo-minute
mark
inck
on
East
Lakewood
Htvd.
Mis<*
V4
hi-jloN
81
31 19 \i
(71)
Totals
agent
KristonJed his club with 31 in- Tenckmck s e»cort for (he evening
FG FT PI TP
Muskegon ( hr ($9)
f‘G fT PF TP eluding II baskets and nine 1) was Bill fie Gruaf
Whipple 1 ....... 7 3
'17
25 WEST 9TH ST.
Muskegon
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Industries of Early Era in Holland Reviewed
Sugar Co.

Visscher Family Prominent
History

In

Opened

in

of

Local

Arthur A. Visscher of Holland
has spent considerable time

Fall of

Area

last

1899

the

few years compiling material

on the early history of Holland
which dates back to
Much of

Sugar Manufacturing

1847.

this early historyis in-

tertwined in the life of his father,

Operations Lasted

the late Arend Visscher,who

Through 39 Seasons

emerged as an attorney,business-

By A. A. Vlwcbcr

man,

The earliestcommerciallysuccessful sugar factory was built in

Alvarado.Calif.,in 1870. More
followed in Utah and Colorado.
It

was not until 1897, however,

that the sugar industry started in

Michigan with the development of
the Michigan Sugar Co. in a

suburb

of Bay City.
Investigationand experimentation in growing sugar beets had
been done by some former lumbermen of that era in their search
for a profitable use for their stump

—

MADE REGULAR RUNS

—

The old "City of
Hollond" plied regulorlybetween Holland
ond Chicago for many years. This mode of

passenger and freight transportation ended
with the development of the automotive age
and the widespreaduse of trucks.

land.

On March 26,

1897, the Michi-

gan legislaturepassed the sugar from 1.000 to 1,200 tons. The combounty bill offering beet proces- pletion date was set Oct. 15, just
sors a bounty of a cent a pound seven months later, and it was
for sugar produced in Michigan
met.

from Michigan-grown beets — provided the purity of the product was
at least 90 and that farmers receive at least $4 per ton for beets
of 12 per cent sugar.
...This boon to sugar people was
the result of arguments by a
Lansing editor who insistedthat

horticulturist, politician and

Sunday School superintendent.
It was the elder Visscher’sphilosophy— and that of his friends— to

Before the season’s run, word

out, funds for the new program
were provided by the sale of a
bond issue secured by a mortgage
on the two operating plants.
All three factories were swamped with a bumper crop of beets
that year. Instead of the usual fall
and winter, however,there came
a prolonged, mild Indian summer
which led to the deteriorationof
the beets, turning them soft and
sour. The beets had to be hauled
back to the fields to be plowed

Forerunner
Of

BPW Was

FIRST TELEPHONE EXCHANGE
Holland's first telephone
exchange looked like this. At first there was only one position
at the switchboardbut when subscribers increased places for
two operators were arranged. An alarm clock was kept handy
in those days so that the telephone operator could tell
telephone users the correct time.

Telephone Service Started
In

Holland Back

recognize that the object of business is to make money in an honorable manner, but to remember that
the object of life is to do some
good. In this spirit, he engaged in
many business enterprises,provided his judgment told him it was
for the general good and that he
could do so without incurringdebt.’
Arthur A. Visscher
The Arend Visscher family lived
Mrs.
Hand,
now in her 90's, still
in a large home at State and
lives in Holland.
26th Sts., now the property of First
Reformed Church. It is scheduled Of the four children of the Arend
to be razed to make way for a Visschers,two remain in Holland.
They are the author, Arthur A.
new church edifice.
Mayor Robert Visscher is a Visscher, and Mrs. Frederick W.
grandson of Arend Visscher. He Stanton.The eldest son, Oswald, a
spent his boyhood in the State St. graduate engineer of the University

home, then occupied by the Raymond Visscher family. Both parents died before the childrenwere
ber. frequently bad weather would
grown and their idaternal grandCause lines to cross, creating op- mother, Mrs. C. J. Hand, came
portunities for listening in on other
to live with the mayor and his
people’sconversations. I think two sisters in the Visscher home.

in

1883

of Michigan, died in 1932. He was a

writer of extensioncourses in

science for the LaSalle Extension
By A. A. Visftcher
University of Chicago. Raymond,
gan state bounty had been declaran attorney who also graduated
Telephone service has been availed unconstitutional.This was a
from the University of Michigan,
able
to
citizens
of
Holland
for
at
great disappointment, $1 to the
died in 1929.
least 77 years since Michigan Bell
100 pounds, but there was no
many women liked that feature.
Telephone Co. began its local serchoice but to continue with conWhat the system lacked in
Michigan should encourage its struction.The state already had
vice Nov. 5, 1883. The exchange
efficiency was supplemented when
under
to
avoid
a
public
nuisance.
Huntley
Brothers
citizens to grow beets by way of a paid out $28,451.07 to the Michigan
was located in the Kanters block
possible by ingenuity and a dej
bounty like Germany, the supplier Sugar Co. for only a part of its This severe loss with a nearly
at 17 East Eighth St. Subscribers
Produced Electricity
sire to accommodate, sometimes
empty
treasury
caused
much
conoi almost all that nation's sugar. first year's production. This was
paid $49 a year for the service.
For Six Local Stores
creating an amusing procedure.
Michigan's first factory was well never returned. The bounty law sternation.
There was only one employe, Bert
People would frequently want to
But
fate
played
into
their
hands.
financed and well managed. had stimulated a hasty expansion
Electricity was generated for the Barnes, who the following June call father by long distance in
The
first
World
War
inflated
the
taking time to explain the merits
Enough beet acreage had been se- ol the Michigan sugar industry.
gave the following list of subBy A. A. Visscher
first time in Holland in 1892. Two
connectionwith his legal work. He
of insurance in general and his
cured; the weather had been favorThe first year got off to an price of sugar to 12 cents a pound.
scribers:'
My
father,
Arend
Visscher,
was
could not. of course, receive such
own
policies in particular in spite
able for a high percentageof sugar, auspiciousbeginning. That year the The price of beets had not in- young men, the Huntley brothers,
William H. Beach, Flour & Feed
calls on his Citizensphone. How- brought up by a /family which
and the result was a profit. Ad- weather was favorable for grow- creased very much so again the bought a generatorwhich they store (also mayor)
of the press of legal work.
did
not
believe
in
insurance.
His
ever, the Bell system office was
dition of the bounty was a wind- ing beets and the factory was profits were large. This permit- used with one of their steam en
Cappon - Bertsch Tannery, tanIf father’s sales lagged, Mr.
next door to his, separated by a parents, like most Dutch settlers,
fall. As soon as this pioneer completed in time for the early ted the retirementof all bonds, and gines to produce electricityfor nery.
thought
it was wrong to depend on Newell would arrive by train from
16-inch # brick wall. This involved
their paper equivalent was replacfactory'snews got around, many run.
about six stores in their neighbor- Chicago & West Michigan, railGrand Rapids to spur him on to
a longer ip downstairs and a long “wordly help” in times of trial.
ed
with
stock
certificates.
cities wanted a sugar factory.
1 can recall the excitement of
hood under the name of the Wol- road.
In
the
big
Holland fire of 1871, greater effort. On these trips he
trip
upstairs
to
notify
father
he
had
But a new blow came from
Eight plants were under construc- Holland’s residents as they watchEdward Vaupell. city marshal.
verine L'lectric Co.
would hire a hack for the whole
a call. One day the operator got a few persons recoveredanything
tion by the next year and 13 others ed the hundreds of wagon loads of another direction.While the war
Manus Boone, livery stable.
These two men. ambitious and
from insurance.Father never went day and would accompany father
bright
idea.
She
bought
a
long
were begun in the next four years. beets hauled from long distances had brought high prices for the capable, operated a machine shop
Holland City Hotel, hotel.
on his calls to prospectiveclients.
bamboo pole to which she tied a along with this thinking because of
A few were never finished.
towards the factory. Sometimes sugar, it also brought about a at 20 East Seventh St., servicing
Robert E. Best, dentist.
an
experience early in his career Mr. Newell always wore clothes
small
red
flag.
Thereafter
she
Excitementwas at iu highest the farmers waited hours. The situationwhich was equally bad. steam engines,threshing machines Dr. Henry Kremers, physician.
of the highest fashion — cutaway
would simply signal him with a as an attorney.
pitch in and near Bay City. Peo- reason for the tedious wait was The beet seed which had always and repairing whatever came to
Holland City Bank, bank.
tap on the window.
He had rented a room as an coat and high silk hat. It emple who had been unable to obtain that sample beets would have to been bought from German grow- them. Needing extra funds for the
Kremers & Bangs, drug store.
barrassed father to be seen with
Holland
was
fortunate
in
having
office
in Kenyon Hotel located at
stock in the original company be removed from each load by an ers could no longer be obtained. new venture,they approached their
John R. Kleyn. planing mill.
such a dude but any suggestion
telephone service as early as it River and Eighth where Peck's
helped finance five or more plants inspector to determine the per- As a substitute, seed was bought uncle, James Huntley, who oper- ' Patrick H. McBride,attorney.
that Mr. Newell dress more Eondid
back
in
1883.
First
telephones
orug
store
now
is.
At
midnight
in the Bay City-Saginawarea. centage of sugar and the "tare” from Russia. These were of ex- aled a successfullumber mill Isaac Marsilje,clerk of Holland
were installed in Detroit only five Oct. 9, 1877, fire broke out in servativelywent unheeded.
tremely poor quality.Among the
There was great rivalry for beet of each load delivered.
where Park Theater now is lo- township.
Father always enjoyed the July
years earlier and in Grand Rapids the dressing rooms of a small
acreage.
The farmer would be paid on seed was an abundance of a cated. Uncle Jim had been read- John C. Post, attorney.
conventionsof agents in Milwaukee
four
yg^rs
earlier.
Many
Michitheater
in
the
building
called
KenTimes were poor in Holland. the basis of the approximatenet heavy weed called Wurtzel which ing about progress taking place Ben Van Raalte,implement dealand returnedfilled with enthusiasm
gan cities were withput servicefor yon Hall. The fire consumed the
Business was at a low ebb and sugar his load produced, usually had roots three feet long with elsewhere in the country and he er.
about the way the company was
many
years:
hotel,
the
theater
and
Kenyon
the thrifty Hollanders pricked up between 11 and 19 per cent. Each littlesugar content. This interfer- talked a few friends into joining
Ben Van Raalte, residence (first
managed.
The late G. J. Diekema of Hol- Bank which was attached.It roartheir ears when news came from wagon was weighed twice, once ed with growth of the beets so them to form Holland's first elec- home phone ».
As fire insurance/agent, father
land was a director of the Michi- ed south on River Ave. leveling a
Bay City that there was money in with the full load and again empty. much that farmers had to be re tric light company.
G. Van Putten & Sons, grocery and Bell Telephone Co. for many
carried the insurance on the Otdrug store and destroyed most of
beet sugar. A meeting was called The next summer in 1900 an ad- imbursed for the poor seed that
While the new company was store.
years and undoubtedly did much the G. Van Putten grocery store, tawa Furniture Co. buildings.
had
been
supplied.
in the old Opera House located at ditional scale was constructed,
getting under way, employes of
Walsh, De Roo Milling Co., flour
Rates were high in 1902 so father
toward aiding the expansion of the
Againlhe company needed more
Van Putten recovered $3,000 by suggested to Mr. Browning that a
49 East Eighth St*, and it was shortening the waiting time.
the city water plant began dream- mill.
company in this area.
insurance and the Kenyons $7,000.
decided to send a committee to
The company suppliedcoffee and money. Again bonds were sold for ing about a municipal light plant.
sprinklingsystem be installed to
De GrondwetPrintingCo., Dutch
Father lost everything.He had esBay City to investigate. This com- doughnutsto the waiting farmers $1,300,000 through a plan evolved They received permission from the newspaper.
reduce premiums. After much
timated his legal library at $400. thought, it was decided to install
mittee consisted of my father, but deliveries still involved much by General Auditor A. Ralph Van city fathers to have the general City Hall, clerk's office.
He learned his lesson. When he the system but to defer payment
Arend Visscher, Prof. Douwe B. hard labor since most beets came Raalte. These bonds also were fund finance two dynamos, one to
The name of my father,Arend
opened his new office above Bos? until its effecivenesswas demonYntema. • chemistry professor at long distances over poor roads. liquidatedfrom additionalprofits. service 50 street lights and the Visscher, did not appear in that
man Clothingstore on East Eighth strated. The test was .scheduled
Hope college, and C. J. De Roo. Unloading was done with large Many years later, the Holland olher to service 750 incandescent list. This was because another teleSt. soon after the catastrophe,he
Upon their return they reported forks. Today’s dump trucks were Sugar Co. merged with the Con- lights. Installed in 1894 thus equip- phone company was operatingduron a Saturdayafternoon.A pile
Dr. Gilbert Mouser, professer,
tinentalSugar Co., an Ohio conat a mass meeting of their neigh- unheard of.
ment cost $15,690.25.Profit the ing the same period and father fisheries and wildlife at Michigan augmented his law practice with of shavings and sticks had been
an insurance agency. This nearly prepared and the city fire departbors. The Bay City plant had cost
The first year's run as well as cern. 1 know that the Ohio man- first year was $649 48. The second felt Citizens TelephoneCo. could
State University,will be the key- broke his mother's heart. ' She
8350,000. It had produced 7.000.000 many thereafterwas a great, suc- agement also had financialdiffi- year another $14,886 26 was added serve his needs better. Citizens
‘ment was on hand with its firepounds of sugar, and the profit cess. Enough money was made so culties as they went into receiver- to the investment and the profit Telephone Co. had entered the field note speaker at a meeting of the begged him to give it up, but he fighting equipment.Townspeople
amounted to a net of $25 to $30 that a dividend was paid the fol- ship in 1930.
was $1,025.75. The third year in a few years after its competitor Holland Districtof the Michigan would not.
were invited. Father and his famWhile the company ended on a
per acre of beets planted.
lowing spring. Farmers who had
The fire Insurance businessgrew ily were there, all looking forward
1897. $4,091.51 was added to the and it operated here about 10 years. Education Associationon Monday,
A larger committee announced decided to take stock in payment sour note long after my father's equipment but the profit looked It had more local subscribers,but
and was profitable. When Komer to the show.
Jan. 9 at 4 p.m.
plans for a beet sugar factory in for their crop were able to sell death, l feel that much good had worse, only $894.95.
Schaddelee retired. Father bought
Mr. Browning lit the fire. All
no long distance connections other
About 120 teaqhers and adminis- his agency to add to his own.
Hollahd. Meetings were called to that stock at a good profit, some- been accomplishedfor the comDuring this period two impor- than to Grand Rapids.
was quiet as the flames burned
acquaint fafmers with beet grow- times at double the originalcost. munity by its presence.Large tant things had taken place. The .Father’s office had one of the trators are expected to attend. Dr. After father'sdeath in 1921, my higher and higher, reaching the
ing. Decisions were expedited by The first dividend in the spring of payrolls and dividends had been municipal plant had purchased all very first Citizenstelephones.His Mouser will discuss outdoor edu- brother Raymond acquired the ceiling and starting to ignite some
the announcement that applications 1900 was 7 per cent and remain- paid for many years — 39 cam- assets of the Wolverine Electric number was 16. It was one of the
business,joining forces with Ear- heavy timbers supportingthe floor
cation in Michigan.
for acreage and stock would be ed high each spring for many paigns in all. During that period, Co. for $6,020 in 1895, and James old wooden wall phones with a
nest C. Brooks to form the Viss- above. The crowd became restless.
Also
participating
will
be
Garrell
filled in the order ol receipt and years. 1 can remember father was 1,163,823 tons of beets were paid De Young had become the leader
cher-Brooks agency. Althougtr there As tension mounted, some specbattery in the lower compartment.
only the first farmers who ap- not in favor of such liberal divi- for, averaging 29,841 per year. of the municipal electricalgroup. It was several years later in 1901 Adler, chairman, ouldobr educa- are differentowners, it still re- tators urged Mr. Browning to use
tion committee, Holland Public
plied could be assured of con- dends as he and some of the more Each ton of beets made &9 100- He was nol in completeharmony
tains that name today.
the hose but just then a hissing
that lines were extended beyond
tracts.
conservativemembers of the board pound bags of sugar. The 1.500 with the first board. C. ‘J. De the downtown business area and Schools.
In the course of settling estates sound was heard as air was rePresiding at the regular meet- in his legal capacity,father recog- leased from a sprinklerhea^. The
T]iree weeks later at the Opera wishd to set aside more profits farmers who had been growing Roo. J. Kramer, J. Dykema, and
he could have a telephone in his
ing will be Dorothy Bradlsh, presi- nized the desirabilityof having
Hou'e enthU'iasm reached ft> cli- for surplus but they were out- beets were paid about $5 a ton
R. Haberman. They were all busi- home a mile south. His was the
system was functioning and water
As we look at these production
max when a <eedman A. Starke, voted.
cash on hand at the time of his spouted from the sprinklers putting
nessmen eager for community first home phone to be installed dent of the Holland District.
Other district officers from Hol- death. Elderly people, however,
aro'e to accept the committee's
In 1902 the people of St. Louis, figures, it seems farmers were growth but prelty busy with their south of 15th St. Previously, my
the fire out. The crowd cheered
land include Al Kapenga. presi- seemed to have an aversion to Mr. Browning passed out cigars
order for 65.000 pounds of seed 1 Mich., encounteredserious diffi- paid very little for their labor. own affairs.De Young's enthusbrother Oswald who had been
But it must be remembered that
from Horning of Germany.
i cullies including inadequatefiniasm for rapid expansionoutran studying electrical engineeringhad dent-elect: Ted Boeve, past presi- life insurance more than to any to the firemen. The system was
Through the influenceof Prof ancmg. Several larger stockholders other crops paid even less.
their more conservative point of installeda private phone between dent: Don Rohlck, secretary and other type of protection.
paid for the following Monday
Vida Harper, treasurer.
Yn'.ema,the project appealed both j of the Holland factory decided to
In 1873, father met a Mr. Newell morning.
view.
our home and that of my Uncle
to farmers and to .the staff of '.invest in the St. Louis concern Couple Entertain in
who was general agent of the In 1940 I too became a repreIn 1897 Arend Visscher was elect- Joe Visscher 2*2 blocks away.
H6po College, The meeting result- with the understanding that ronNorthwesternMutual Life Insur- sentative of the Northwestern Mued to the board and in 1898 B.
The servicecompanies then gave Graveside Services Set
Home
New
Year's Eve
in
$160,000 o stock subscrip- 1 trol would l*e in the hands of the
ance Co. in Grand Rapids. The tual Life InsuranceCo. Selling
D. Keppel was pursuaded to serve. would nol be considered very good for Blockwood Infant
lions and l jou acres of beets i Holland group with C. M. McLean Mr. and Mrs. John De Vries One of their first transactionswas by present day standards. Steel
parent company had been organiz- somethingintangiblesuch as into employ James De Young as wires were strung from house tops HAMILTON — Gravesideser- ed in Milwaukee. Wis., some years surance is challengingwork which
r7ivtd> manager o( that plant as »«|| cn,er,ame(i New year's Eve
s.x tenders ior the constructionoi l This plan was gradually carried
..
superintendent of the board, a and tall trees. Only one was need- vices for the infant son of Mr. and be(ore. Mr. Newell convinced requiresthought, study, hard work
the
„Jt. JIld in 1911 ,„e lwo p|all J Iheir new home at 534 Alice St..
position he filledcapably until 1910 ed to make a circuit as the earth : Mrs. Avery Bockwood of Dunning- father he should become the Hol- and evening work. After 15 years
On March 5 '..w the contract merged to-be known as the Ilol- Zeeland,
when he left Holland to accept a to which the wires were grounded ! ville. who was dead at birth Mon- land agent for the company and I was awarded an emeritus conlor constructionwent to the low land st Louis Sugar
i Games were played, prizes were position in Owosso. When he start- provided the return circuit. Wires day at Holland Hospital, were this work eventually became one tract and feel satisfied and gratebidder, E. H. Dyer &
for : The following year as profits of awarded and lunch was served
ed in 1898 his salary was $75 a were noisy and conversationswere : held Wednesday, at 1 p.m. at the of father'sdelights. He sold con- ful for my experience with the
$300,000. The Holland plan wa^ to j both plant' had been good, if
Those attending wthe Mr. and month. He returned to Holland in difficult, Subscribers placed their | Riverside Cemetery in Hamilton. 1 tracts to many of his friends. company.
be a duplicateof two other plants , decided to con 'true! a third fac- Mrs. Ralph Batts. Mr. and Mrs. 1920 and again served the board
calls by name rather than by numa' Benton Harbor and Kalamazoo itory at Decatur, Ind. There had! Charles Jansen and Mr. and Mrs. for 20 years.
hut with a sma 1 ' daily capacity, been no sugar plants in Indiana John Veltema, all of Grand RapWith De Young in a position of
The Holland plant would accom ! ip to this time As the reserve of ids; Mr. and Mrs Robert Bolt authority, things began to pop.
moda‘e l>o top' a day whereas 1 the ocal plant< had been .small ol East Lansing, ami Mr. and Here are a few accomplishments:
some others took WM) to 8ihj, some becau>e of large dividend' paid Mrs. Hal Volkema of Holland.
1897— A new steel standpipe,130
feet high, 247.000 gallonscapacity;
cost. $5.214 66,
1900
300 horsepower Stirling
boiler installed.

reached Holland that the Michi-
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Summer of 1900

By A. A. Visscher

on the family so far as my brothfirst auto- er Ray and I were concerned. It
mobile that ever appeared on the crushed our hope for a gasoline
powered auto for family use. It
streets of Holland, Mich. It was
was two years before father reon a summer afternoonin 1906 and
lented and then he bought a Ford
father made use of the newly inin 1908 which served the family
stalled telephoneto call home from
for many years. A new and larghis office downtown that he had
er barn was built to accommoseen an auto going down Eighth
date mother’s Waverly Electric,
St. under its own power. He and
the Ford and the carriages which
many others regarded it with great
were still needed because father
surprise and wonder.
didn't drive cars.
My brother Ray and I immediThere was agitation for better
ately jumped on our bicycles and
headed' downtown. The car was roqds as more autos were sold.

I

think I

eight weeks of advanced individual

there.

to the gravel pits and teams never

•‘turkey" red.

During the summer of 1901, proceeded faster than a walk, even
George W. Browning purchased when the wagon was empty,
A few brave souls would attempt
what I believe was the very first
automobile ever owned in the city. trips to Grand Rapids and AlleBut he was not too happy with it gan. If a trip were made to Chibecause of its limitations and soon cago it was such great news it
exchangedit for another. I had a would be in the paper the followride in the second car, and it was ing week.
Road signs were unknown in
a great thrill.
The Browning car was shipped those days. If one traveled any
to Holland in a "knock down." At distance at all. he followed the
that time my brother Oswald was Blue Book, a little volume publishstudying engineering at the Uni- ed annually dating back to 1908.
versity of Michigan and Mr. The passenger sitting next to the
Browning asked him to supervise driver would refer constantly to
the assembly, providing a helper the book to chart the desired route.
for some of the harder work. I
Volume No. 4 published in 1912
offered my services but was told lists the following route from Holthey could do a better job without land to Grand Rapids, classified
me. All these early auto$ had as Route 759R, Holland to Grand
"bar type" steering devices instead Rapids. 30.8 miles.
of a steeringwheel.
Total Intermed
At a Christmas family celebra(To
tion in 1903, father surprised his
* Holland, Eighth and Cenfamily with the news he was givtral Ave. Go east with troling an electric auto to mother. A
ley on Eighth St., trolley
brand new shiny Waverly Electric
leaves to the left. 0.4.
was deliveredthe foil .wing spring,
straight ahead across railit was a beauty — painted black.
road tracks. 0.5 and 0.7
There were 24 storagebatterycells
through prominent four corwhich had to be recharged after
ners 1.5
about 40 miles of driving (accord1.6
ing to the book) but we soon disFork; bear left with main
covered the car ran better if battravel, descending grade 2.4
teries were charged more frequentcrossing wooden bridge.

ONE OF THE

several complicated switches and
other units. When operating, an
eerie bluish light shone in the barn
where the car was kept.

The auto was wonderful for
mother and she enjoyed it to the
full for the 10 years she had it.
It was never used during winter
months but rainy days did not
prevent its use. A large rubber
robe could be drawn up from a
compartment near the front of
the car which could attach to the
top with short straps keeping the
passenger snug and dry.

Battery replacementwas

ex-

pensive, $400 for each set. This
had been done twice and in 1914
father bought another electric for

mother — a more modern

closed

job with glass all around. Mother
never cared as much for this one.
When she received it she gave her
former one to my wife and me
and we, used it about two yebrs
until the batterieswere again in
need of exchange. We hated to part
with it but we did. The next year

we

bought our first(small gaspowered car which we used many
years.

Young people today wonder why
it was common practice to put
cars up for the winter. There were
many reasons. Roads were very
poor. Although many city streets
and some outlyingroads had been
graveled for summer driving, these
same roads became extremely
rough following heavy rains and
hard frosts.Little attention was
given to snow removal and the few
brave souls who tried to drive
found the going discouraging.
Knowledge of proper gasoline for
winter use was still to be discovered. Early tires lacked the strength
to withsand rough roads. They
were not only poor in quality but
expensive as well, $40 to $60
apiece, and the small tires had
little traction.

In 1908 father bought a family,
car. a Ford. At that time there
were only 25 cars in Holland.
Among other owners were William
Kremers. John J. Cappon, Samuel
Miller, William and John ArendsHorst. Mr. De Merrell.B. D. Keppel. A. C. Keppel, Austin Harring-

and Dr. Blekkink.
There were two garages in town
at that time, although the word
garage was not even known in this
ton.

country.One wa$>operated by Fred
Jackson on West Seventh St. where
Ford cars have been sold ever
since. The other was at Seventh
and Central where Harry Kmpe
operates a service station.
Service stations, incidentally,
were still unknown here. I recall
in 1917 my wife spent a winter in
Californiaand on her return trip
told me about service stations
there. Shortly thereafterthey began to appear in Holland
Taxi-servicewas still unknown.
Buses and horse-drawn hacks still
met all incoming tr,ainv
I recall one trip my parents took
io an auto as guests of Prof and
Mrs Henry Brush. State St neighbors. They went to Detroit in 1906.
The Brush auto could seat four,
two in the front -ml two in the
tonneau which was entered by a
door in th' rear It mwt be remembered that early cars had
ibort wheel ba.'« very poor
springs and rhe roads were abo
mutable It tftok eight hour* to

my

reach Detroit where thev »prni the
light 1‘he return trip tn»' nest

day brought them hum*

late in
the evening Fat her wul he would
never do such a thm* again He
and mother were very sort (*

family of Allegan enjoyed dinner
Friday evening with Mr. and Mrt.
Lyle Wakeman and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Miller and
daughter Yvonne. Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Richter of Grand Rapids
and Mr. and Mrs, Harold Bleeker
had dinner on Christmas Day with
their parentt, Mr. and Mrs. George

This is one of the

first

Model T's
it

Sandliken. Sweden, spent the holi-

armor trainingunder the Reserve
days with his parents, Mr. and
Forces Act program at Fort Knox,
Mrs. Adrian De Pree, South CenKy., All received their basic
tennial St.
trainingat Fort "Leonard Wood.
Mr. and Mrs. John Boeve left
Mo.
Friday lor Columbus. Ohio to
An enjoyable evening was spent
spend the holidays with their sonat the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wilin-law and daughterand family,
liam Timmer Monday evening
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cliffman,
when their childrenand grandchilDonnie and Maria
dren gatheredthere for the exMiss Mildred Borgman of St.
changing of gifts. Games were
Louis. Mo., is spending the holiplayed after lunch was served.
days with her mother, Mrs. MarAttending were Mr. and Mrs.
garet Borgman
Melvin Boerman and children, Mr.
and Mrs. Ed De Kleine and chil- Dr. and Mrs. Roger Kempkers
and Mary, Tom and Steve of Rochdren, Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Timester. Minn , are spending their
mer and children, Mr. and Mrs.

Barber.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Weaver

DeYoung and son David Monday
afternoon.

Mr

End of road: turn right,
crossing railroad 227 picking up trolley from the right
23.1, going over railroad.

23.9

0.4

Turn

right with macadam
just beyond to end of road,
turn left.

24.1

0 2

End of road turn

24.6

right,

0.4

Fork; bear left away from
railroad,jogging right over

railroad immediately.left

*

Planning

Timmer and

morning meditationwas "The

sity.

Group Meets

25.0 Cross railroad 26.4 and
the Planning Commission from
26.7
thoroughfare
City Council.
becoming Grand ville Ave.;
The commission recommended
cross railroad 29.7 and 29.8
that an applicationto have an insame thoroughfarebecoming Ellsworth Ave.; bear surance office at 140 West Ninth
St. be rejected. It had been reright with trolley onto Marferred Jrom the Board of Appeals.
ket St. 30.3, crossingrailroad
A request from Peter Yff asking
30.4.
that the northwest corner at 40th
30.5 5.0
St and Central Ave. be left comMonroe St., turn right to cenmercial was tabled for further
30.8 0.3
study. The planningcommission
ter of Grand Rapids, Monproposes to rezone three of the
roe and Division Sts. Solfour corners residential.
dier’s monument on right.

Mr

and Mrs. Stanley Schip-

per and family near Overisel
Thursday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Miner Wakeman
were guests for Christmasdinner
Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Lyle
Wakeman and family.
Mr and Mrs. L. Z. Arndt of
Douglas visited Mr. and Mrs.
George Barber Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs Robert DeYoung
and daughter Marilyn of Cincinnati. Ohio. Mr. and Mrs. John DeYoung and son David. Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Lampeo and children
Don and Jane. Mr. and Mrs. Herman Lampen enjoyed Christmas
dinner last Monday evening with
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lampen and
son Jim.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Dannenberg
of Hamilton visitedMr. and Mrs.
John Gates and children.Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Gates and her father,
Mr. John Meredith Wednesday

M

Mrs. Hattie Wagener and Roger
King’s Invitation" the anthem was
"Lamb of God." At the evening Packard of Ann Arbor and Dr.
servicehis topic was: "The Secret Oliver Veneklasen were recent
Several items of business were of Personel Transformation" and visitors o^Mrs. Delia Veneklasen,
processed at a regular meeting of the anthem was "Sing to the West Main St.
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Van Hoven
the Holland Planning Commission Lord"-Pitoni.
and
Jay, Jill, Jane and Jana ot
Tuesday night in City Hall.
Special services in observance
A request of Joe Roerink, rep- of the Week of Prayer have been Harbor Springs are spending the
resented by Attorney Ronald Dal- arranged for Tuesday, Wednesday holiday vacationwith Mr. and Mrs
man, to rezone an area bordered and Thursday evenings at 7:45 Leonard Van Hoven and Mrs.
by Eighth St., 120th Ave. and Paw each evening. Dr. John Piet will John Moeke of East Lincoln St
Mr. and Mrs Elmer De Boer
Paw Dr., to commercial from resi- speak at the Tuesday evening serdential was tabled for further vice under *Jie sponsorship of the and three daughters of Plymouth
study. This had been referred to Guild for Christian Service. Mrs. spent a few days with their par-

and Mrs. Gerald Wesseling

visited

holiday vacation with her parents,
children,Mr.
Den Herder
and Mrs. Donald Meeuv.senand Mr. and Mrs. H.
who owned one were grand indeed. Cars were put on jacks in
children and Mr. and Mrs. Ray and other relatives.
the winter in those days.
Veltema and Delwin and Beverly Mr. and Mrs. Robert De Bruyn,
Sycamore Lane, had as guests her
Timmer.
21.2 curving left 21.3 cross- brought much happinessto milCommunion services were held mother, Mrs. Ora Weingarth,
Umonville, Mrs. Maxine Harris,
ing trolley and wooden bridge lions of Americans who otherwise in Second Reformed Church Sun22.4 swinging right through would be living quite differently. day morning and also a Vesper Bay City; Miss Linda De Bruyn,
Michigan State Universityand
Communion Service at 3 p.m.
Jenison Station.
22.6 2.8
The Rev. Raymond Beckering’s Robert Jr., from Harvard UniverBerlin

of

Holland visited Mr. and Mrs. John

evening

Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Wesseling
and Mrs Henry Bleeker at Hamilton last Tuesday evenvisited Mr.

ing.

Dr. I^iwrenre Fahunmi
. . . work* In l.N.

j

Mr and Mrs Owen Wakeman
and daughters Carol and Marilyn
enjoyed Christmas dinner at Eau
Claire with Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
j Randall and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Ter A vest and
family of Allegan, his father, Mr.

Fobunmi

Dr.

I

1

Has Position

Justin Elhart and Mr. Irvin Smith ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Vanden
will sing, and a missionary offer- Bosch.
John TerAvest of Hamilton,Mr.
The Rev. Adrian Newhouse. pasing will be received.
and Mrs. Kenneth Immmk and
The Mubesheraat Circle will tor of the First Rclormed Church
daughter Karen of Champaign,
serve refreshments and a period of was guest speaker the Zeeland
Illinois,Muss Phyllis Miller of BurDr. Lawrence A Fahunmi. the
fellowship will be enjoyed.On Wed- Rotary Club meeting last Tuesday.
nips had Christmas dinner last
nesday evening the regular week- He presented his observationson former Hope College track star
Monday evening with Mr. and Mrs.
ly series of Midweek Meetings will U. S. and world conditionstoday, and holder o( the Hope two-mile
Harvey Immink and sons Merit
be continued with the Rev. Ray- especiallythe encroachment of record, is now the assistantsecand
,
retary in the ministry of foreign
mond Beckering bringingthe mess- communism.
Mr. and Mrs John Dunnink visiaffairs
of
Nigeria
and
a
particiage. On Thursdayevening the conDonald Van Hoven of Zeeland
ted their neighbors, Mr. and Mrs.
sistory has arrangedfor a most was welcomed as a new member pant in the United Nations session
1.1
George Barber last Thursday afterprofitable meeting. The current to the club by president Harold just ended in New York
Right hand road immedinoon Other visitors in the Barber
When Dr Fabunmi was at Hope,
missionary film ‘household of Becksvoort. Mr. Van Hoven is the
ately after crossing bridge;
home that day were Mrs. Etta
The commission recommended Faith" will be shown.
District Executive of the Boy he was called the "Huckleberry
turn right.
Besides such a complicated route, acceptance of an offer of land
On Friday afternoon at 2:30 p.m. Scouts of America, Grand Valley Finn of Michigan runners " and Blct'k'r and son Lawrence who
0.7.
travelers had other things to be north of the bridge from the Cham- the K.Y.B. Auxiliary will meet at Council.
attracted stalewide interest
ho^ lrbm Forl Kn0’t
End of road, turn left crosslucky on a furlough.Mr. and Mrs.
The officers and employes of nmg barefoot on Hope's track
concernedabout. Blowouts and ber of Commerce to. the city at the home of Mrs. Henry Barons.
ing railroad and trolley.
Barber are Lawrence’s grandparno cost.
Sunday, Jan. 8, at the morning the First Michigan Bank and Trust team He received his doctorate
punctures were common due to
0.9
ents.
A request from Joe Wiersema worship service, the men who were Company held their annual Christ- from the Universityof Undon in
First right hand road after poor quality of tires. Manufactures
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Loedeman
asking that the property west of elected to the consistory at the mas party at Bosch's Restaurant 1958.
always
provided
an
elaborate
set
crossing railroad and troland
daughters of Zeeland enjoyed
Central Park grocery remain com- Annual Congregational Meeting of on Tuesday. Dec 20 Wives and
Dr. Fabunmi visited his wife's
ley: turn right. Following of tools and a repair kit — a
their Christmas dinner on. Tuesday
mercial was referred to Consul- Second Reformed Church, on De- husbands of employees and offi- parents. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
trolley through Main St., us- ‘ must" for all car owners. Early
tant Scott Bagby for study and re
cember 12. will be installedin cers were also invited. There were Veenstra in Muskegon last week. with his folks, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
ing caution for speed Iraps, grading was something drivers of
Loedeman
port.
their respectiveoffices.
83 in attendance.
Hr married Constance Veenstra in
today cannot fathom. Oldtime conespecially on Sunday.
• Mr. and Mrs. Jack Singleton
No action was taken on requests Holy Communion services were
July of 1960 He is scheduled to
structioncalled for a high crown
1.0
and
children Ina and Larry of
to have certainareas remain com- held in First Reformed Church
fly back to Nigeria.
Zeeland. Straight ahead, de- on all roads with very narrow
Kalamazoo called on Mrs. Carrie
mercial in the Harrington develop- Sunday morning and afternoon.
He took up track at Hope only
scending steep grade 7.1, shoulders which would wash away
Menold last Sunday and then she
ments at 40th St. and Lincoln The Rev. Adrian Newhouse, pastor
for exercise and was not particgoing straight through Vries- with the heavy rain, making it
accompaniedthem to Holland to
Ave. The commission has proposed meditated on the topic "He Gave Dies at
ularly interestedin winning. But
impossible for two cars to pass.
’land 9.1.
the home ot Mr. and Mrs. RayHimself" at the morning service
that this area be residential.
he quickly developed into quite a
Many cars slithered down em10.0 4.7 '
mond Sartini and family where
Attending Tuesday’smeeting and the choir song the anthem
Mrs. Charles Ash. 67. of 1535 di.t.n« runner «nd In 1M2 he srt Mr
and Mrs A1(red Yout ,nd
Four corners; turn left for bankmentsinto muddy ditches bewere
Chairman
Willard
C.
Wich"How
Great
Thou
Art."
His
after- Jerome St., died unexpectedly Sun- a Hope record of 10.07 8 in the1
low.
one mile.
daughters. Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
ers, Ernest Phillips,Clarence Klaa- noon meditation was: "The Finish1.0
In 1914. father exchanged the sen, Laverno Seme, Ward Hansen, ed, Work of Christ " Rev. New- day afternoon at Holland Hospital, two mile which still stands
James of Allegan had a Christmas
A native of Nigeria. Dr. FabunSign to Grand Rapids: turn Ford for his first Reo, a popular
Henry Weyenberg, W. A. Butler, houses’ evening sermon was "For She was a member of the Park mi Is well remembered around dinner.
right, bearing slightly right make at the time. He bought two Lawrence Wade, Herb Holt, Gor
Miss Nettie VanderMeerenjoyed
Ward March” and the anthem ChristianReformed Church.
through four corners 12.0 more in the eight years that fol- don Streur, Harold Karsten. Con- was "Now Let Every Tongue She is survived by her husband. Holland for his colorfulcostumes Christmas dinner in Bentheim with
and
his
perennial
pipe
without
Straight ahead through Zut- lowed, each one more up to date. suhant Scott Bagby and William
her sister's family. Mr. and Mrs.
Charles; two daughters, Mrs tobacco
Adore Thee’’-Bach.
phen’s corners 13.0
Still later came two or three PackAlex Edmg and children.
Layman.
Next Sunday the Rev. Pierce E. Harry Bosscher of Grand Rapids
He was outspoken on his politi14.0 3.0
ards. All cars were black. Neither
Mrs. Clara VanderVortand son
Maassen will bring the Temple and Mrs. Jay Peerbolt of Hol- cal beliefs and was a popular
Four corners: turn left, father or mother ever drove any Ticketed After Crash
Time message, entitled "What Lies land; two sons. Isburne of Red- campus discussionfigure. He also Bob spent the Christmas weekend
crossing railroadat Hudson- of the family cars, preferring to
at Marne with Mr. and Mrs.
lands, Calif , and
Robert of
Holland police charged Russell Beyond."
ville 17.0.
depend on their three sons and Zeerip, 20. ol route 2, Zeeland, Communion services were held Holland: 15 grandchildren, four spoke frequently to Holland groups. Arthur Swank and daughter Sally.
Since his graduation from Hope
18.2 4.2
daughter, Anne, to do the driving.
Mr and Mrs. Gerald Wesseling
with failure to maintain an assur- in Faith Reformed Church. Rev. sisters, Mrs. William Hovinga Sr.,
Four corners; turn right As I look back on the social ed clear distance after the car he Edward Tanis, pastor used for his Mrs. George Kuiper, Mrs. Jack in 1952. Dr Fabunmi has traveled enjoyed Christmas dinner with her
extensivelyin Europe and Africa.
with telegraph poles, curv- advancement that the automobile
and Mrs. Roscoe
was driving struck the rear of a topic "All Things Now." Instal- Dykstra and Mrs. Ben Kragt: a The doctorate climaxed his gradu- parents.
ing left with road 18.9 across has brought. 1 think nothing is so car driven by James Spruit. 60, of lation service of new deacons
French at the home of Harold
sisterm-law, Mrs. Charles Vos, all
ate work at the University of
railroad 19.1. '
French near Wayland
important as the decentralization70 West 13th St., at 1:30 a.m. Sun- and elders was held. The topic for ol Holland.

1.6

Father had the choice of two
types of charging devices and he
chose the kind that had a mercury
arc converter. It was mounted
on a large slate panel which had

—

represented a revolutionin the automotive industry and people

0.0

ly.

FIRST!

that appeared in Holland early in the century. At that time

.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sedlak and

and Mrs. Mildred Waterman of
Harrison Ave., and Randall J.
Three Rivers.
Lamar, son of Mr. and Mrs. BerMr. and Mrs Bill De Pree and
nard Lamar, 21 West Garfield, all
three children from Evanston.
from Zeeland, have completed
111., and Miss Karen Nilvander of

saw the

The driver had headed There was improvement but it
back to Grand Rapids but had was slow and expensive. Trucks
encountered trouble. He was under had not yet arrived so all gravel
had to be delivered by teams of
the auto trying to fix it.
I have no idea what make the horses drawing wagons. A yard
car was. It was small, could seat and a half of gravel was considertwo persons and was painted a ed a heavy load. It was a long way
still

DIAMOND SPRINGS

her son-in-law,Clyde Buttles.*
Mrs. Ver Hage has five daughters — Miss Cecilia at home, Mrs.
Jerry L. Drlesenga. son of Mr,
Clyde Buttles of Zeeland; Mrs.
and Mrs. Junior J. Driesenga, R.
Peter Elzinga of Holland. Mrs
1, Elton P. Machiele. son of Mr.
Hiram Yntema of Forest Grove,
and Mrs. William Machiele, 120

Automobile Appeared

2.7

same

1

In

Nigeria

Irvin

3.4

run-

4.3

5.3

Mrs. Charles Ash

Age 67

ILQ

H

Mr

19.8

1.6

of populationwhich transportation ; day near the intersectionof 16th the evening service was "Keep
has brought about. This has St. and College Ave.
Awake."
The Rev. Douglas Gray, pastor
of First Baptist Church chose for
in
his topic: "The Bnth of Christ."
The Rev. A. Rozendal, pastor of
First Christian Reformed Church
chose for his Sunday topics:"The
The picturesof the F
WoolChristianAttitudeToward the Future" and "Tending the Flock of worth Building which appearedin
the special Year Ena Edition on
God."
At the Third Christian Reform- Dec. 31 brought to mind the use
ed Church, deacons and elders of the buildingin its early years.
As the east part of the buildwere installed and Dr. J. H.
ing housed the Post Office back
Bruinooge was guest minister.
The Rev. L. J. Hofman, pastor in 1908 or 1900 an old-timephotoof North Street Christian Reform- graph. about 26 inches wide and
ed Church chose for his Sunday about five inches deep, taken of
topics: "The Lord is My Shepherd" the Post Office employes at that
and "The Letter and the Spirit of time, was recalled The west secthe Law." Old Year* eve services tion of the building served as the
were held and the topic was "The First State Bank founded in 1889.
Both CliffordHopkins who reLesson of Memory "
The Old Years eve topic at tired in 1958 after serving nearly
Bethel ChristianReformed Church. 51 years with the local Post Office
the«*Rev. Raymond Graves, pastor, and Mrs. Anthony Nienhuis, wife
was "The End is Better than the ot the late Anthony Nienhuis who
Beginning.”His .Sunday topics was with the Past Office for 42
were: "God’s Precept and Pro- years, appeared in The Sentinel
mise for the Future" and "Our office with the old tmw*-, pictures.
Of the large group appearing on
Suffering Saviour "
HOLLAND FAIR
The impact of the autoby Pilgrim Home Cemetery No. 3. Fairs in
The Rev. Floyd Bartlett, pastor the picture several are still living
motive age hit Holland like all other cities a
Holland were abandoned about in 1930. LiveThey include the Rev Henry
of the Free Methodist Church usdecode or two after the turn of the century.
stock shows, horse racing
produce
ed for his subject: "God Knows Dekker, John Brinkman. William
One of the busiest of all scenes was the
Peeks. Dick Oosting. Clifford Hopthe Tomorrows."
exhibits were outstandingevents.
annual fair staged on grounds now occupied
A beautifullydecorateddinner kins. Albert Kleis who served as
table set ter 14 women in the rural carriers: Tom Venhuizen,

Turn left, crossingtrolley

Old-Time Photo

London. He receivedthe
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fellow-
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Recalls Life

Woolworth Store

European -and Alrican prea,

W
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and

Succumbs Sunday

L. Van Hoven, W. Wierenga and

P

L. Carlton
Mrs NJ C. Ver- Hage of 109 East
Central Ave celebrated her 90lh
birthday Thursday, Dec 29 She is
still actively interested in the
world around her even though she
has been blind tor the past four
year* Music and srnru are two
of her favorite subjects She has
piafed the piano tor many years
and continue* to do -so regularly.
Her daughter Mm ' Cecilia Ver
Mage with whom the nonagenarian
i* j teachei of French at
Zeeland High School
Mr* \er Hage h*» lhr(Hn,*Z«e
loud tor the past M )Var, *mce

D

’i*

l»* M

sra D*vid

_

r

Mrs Agnes Farwell. 51, of 5837
40th Ave . Hudsonville,died Sunday morning at Holland Hospital
alter a few weeks illness.She was
born in Muskegon and lived in the Admitted

Hospital Notes

to Holland Hospital
Tuesday were Barbara Steenwv.

Holland area before moving to
Hudsonville a few years ago
She is survived by her husband.
Reuben; three daughters. Miss
Rose Farwell ot Muskegon. Mrs.

320 West 19th St.; Shelly Zoernun,
288'7 West 19th St.: Mrs. Fr"i

Ten Cate. 29 East 18th St.; Law-

Alberta Flierman of Allendale and rence and Marilyn Taylor, route
Miss Carol Farwell ohColdwater; 1, Fennvilie: Debra Kamphuis,
three .sons. Martin of Iron River. route 4 'discharged same day*;
Charles

ol Grand Rapids and

|

Mrs. Ross Fockler. 704 East Lake*

George of Tennessee: one grand- (wood Blvd.; Mrs. Egbert fauchild; three sisters.Mrs. Marie n.ann, route 4: Mrs Joe Volkers,
Doesonberg and Mrs Daisy Cook, 171 South Union, Douglas
both of Muskegon,and Mrs. Ann
DischargedTuesday wore Mrs.
Pawlak- of Milwaukee.Wis.
Donald Van Hoeven, 1135 Sharon
Ct
. Grand Rapids SW. Mrs Ronald West. 292 Hayes. Mrs Joe
Rademaker and baby, 3536 Lake-

Engaged

shore Dr ; Mrs William Dykstra
and baby, 2502 Thomas Ave : Mrs.
Henry Tuurling and baby. Netherlands Hotel: Lous frevun. 153
West 21st St . Dan Ernest* Kline,
route l, West Olive
Httspital birth* kst a daughter,
Karen Sue born Tuesday to Mr.
and Mrs Krville Hoove 54 West
35th St. a son. Lloyd Allan, born

De Bruyn,

Von

.

Mr, John Meredithand grandsons Roger and Ricki Gates enjoyed Christmasdinner at Bradley with Mr. and Mrs. Leon Haywood and family.

Mrs. Farwell, 51,

members of the Zeeland Home Ex- K Van Lente who served as Post
tension Club. Friday. Dec 16, for Office clerks and Ed West veer who
was assistant postmaster
their annual Christmasparty
Grevengoed' served 49 years and
Guests were the Mesdames P.
Brill. J. C. Bouwens.J Clark. D. Westvetr approximately 44 years.

H Derks, Jean Goozen.
Kraai. Della Plewes, B Veneklasen. D Vereeke. J Van Dyke.

/,

and has whiten widely for the

home of Mrs. John C. Bouwens. Gemt Bax who were city corWest Central Ave., greeted thej ners. John Grevengoedand John

T

!
m

|

in.er.ive study

ol racul problems in South Africa

today to Mr. and Mr* - Gerald Da
Koster. 896 College Ave

Roalte Records Win

Over Longfellow,10-2
Russell Bartels Paces
Van Raalte slxtK graders stopped

Junior Archery Club

the Longfellow sixth graders, 10-2
Friday night in a basketballgome
during the half of the Holland .1
East Grand Rapid* reserve game.
Jim Fortney had six point* for
the winners while Roger Jones
and Dave Van Howe had one has-

Ruacll Bartels paced the Holland Junior Archery Cluo with
236 TucAdi) night in a weekly

!

;

H ni
.Shooting wilt Ot* resumed on Jan

\

ket each Alan Millprd scored
Longfellow

for

to Paul Schurman was second
with 299 and Don Uecfcatordhad

!

Min fovcrR ?0''t>QniAV
amt Mr* Frank Fairbanks
Pointer and \rt Horning were the 171 East JWh M , aiuioufu* the
•Iher Van Raaitr players wnile engagement ol their dftugfctef
Bob and Bill Venhuuer. Steve Briefly lean to Wayt*
Zoertwl >on ol
«m( Mfi
Geuige Zovtioi M roqle i
Dr, l >1 ami IW>;
Jim CoAntil Hicky Muruon Ron

Van Been Ricky Terp*ma Hob

Mr

Mr

'

V*
:

the
.

1

U).
. .
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December

Garden Club Sets
Japanese Flower

Combine

White Christmas

Christmas for Holland and

mild

December.
The onslaught of winter, appropriately on Dec. 21, reduced the
average temperature to 25.9 degrees or 3 5 degrees below normal
for December. It also brought a

Holland Garden Club members in
2 p.m. at the Third Reformed
Church. This will

low of -5 degrees, the lowest Decreading in many years
(there was a -16 degree reading in
1944 >, a maximum of 56 (Dec. 5)
and a total of 16 inches of snow,

her beautiful solo voice. Miss Kanamori

reported total precipitation

snowfall of 103.2 inches. This compares with 37.03 inches of precipitation for 1059 and 95 79 inches of
snowfall for 1959.
The 1960 snowfallof 103 2 inches
the

103.5

Inches.

Maximum
64 in

of 56 compares with

1959. 48 in 1958 . 57 in 1957

and 55 in 1956. Minimum of -5 compares with 10 in 1959. -3 in 1958.
10 in 1957 and 3 in 1956. Average
maximum was 33.4. compared
with 40.2 in 1959. 29.5 in 1958. 40.2
in 1957 and 38 5 in 1956. Average

minimum was

18.5. compared with
27.8 in 1959, 16.2 in 1956. 27.5 in
1957 and 28 6 in 1956. Average

temperaturewas

25.9.

compared

12.5

—

24th

St and

view of Holland Hospital showing the 1957 four-

The

latest additionhouses the surgical section,

floor addition in foreground, parking areas, drives

laboratory and x-ray departments,the maternity
wing, offices, lobby, kitchens and dining rooms.

HOLLAND CITY HOSPITAL

with 34 in 1959. 22.9 in 1958. 33.9
In 1957 and 33.6 in 1956.
Precipitationamounted to 148
Inches or .85 inch under normal.
Precipitationwas 3.32 inches in
1959, 1.28 inches in 1958. 2.36 inches in 1957 and 1.45 inches in 1956.
Precipitationfell on 18 days, compared with 17 days in 1959, 12
days in 1958. 12 days in 1957 and
15 days in 1956.
Snowfall amounted to 16 inches,
compared with 8 5 inches in 1959,
40 6 inches in 1958. 21.2 inches in
1957 and 8.2 inches in 1956. Greatest depth of snow on the ground

was

Here

is o

new mr

and landmarks in the area. Street in foregroundis

the diagonalstreet is Michigan Ave.

Board, Staff

The originalbuilding is devoted to patients'rooms.
The penthouse section on the roof houses elevator
equipment and other service equipment.

To Improve
Study Committee

cared for decreased slightly from
the previous year but this was
more than offset by the increase
of 673 patients in

emergency rooms

.......

...
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HOLLAND
READY
ROOFING

EX

a

MSI

Lincoln Ph

BICYCLE

REPAIRING

Quality Workmanship

ROLLFAST

• BUMPING.
• REFINISHING
• BODY WORK

BARBER,

BICYCLES
Mode

PHONE

HOBBIES TOYS
210 RIVER AVE.

2-3198

CAN PAVE YOUR
. DRIVEWAY
. PARKING LOT

NOW
Commercial— Residential

Call EX 4-8281

- BICYCLES

Ph. EX 6-4841

•If*.
**'

HAROLD
LANGEJANS

••mm

HEATING

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

and

HOME BUILDER

and

• REMODELING
• STORE FRONTS
• CEMENT WORK

AIR
,

No fob Too Large or Too 7 mo II
38 W 34th
Phh EX 4-8383

St

Conditioning

PEERBOLT'S

Commercial — Residential

SHEET METAL CO.

tor

FREE ESTIMATES

lost.

SOWS. OAK

TULIP CITY

BLACK TOP

to

RAFFENAUD’S

INC.

159 HIVES AVE.

374 Chicago Dr. Ph. EX 6-5733

MADE

SCISSOR SHARPENING

BUMP SHOP

R. E.

EX 2-9647

i

KEYS

SPEEDWAY PRODUCTS

II

X

8th 8L

•

Ph. EX

8

1721

FENDT'S
Auto Service

OME

Specrofrtfs in

SALES and SiRVICf

Gas

-

Oil • Coal

Wf CLEAN and RtPAlR
ALL MAKES OF fUHNACfS

HOMI MUTING COMPANY

M

M*

II Tjpn if R»
hepishw mi fcfM*
0m Vi M v Santa
«•

nursing.

weeks

and HEATING SERVICE
Residential• Commercial

# avoid
FRCC PICK UP SERVICE

Is

COMPLETE PLUMBING

Repaired Now
DELAYS

ethical

who

and dependable.

EX 2-3314

jBODY
SHOP

dealing

efficient, reliable

THAT

SIDING

needed

vtfft converted into

['Plumber

82 EAST 8TH ST.

Lawn Mower

:

|

PHONE

an

^with

HOLLAND

CALL EX 6-4693
Water Is Our Business

ALUMINUM

1

ihini

This seal means

you are

ROOFING

Chanxek

onvH

—

WORK
AIR CONDITIONING—

DUCTS
COPPER DECKING
EAVES TROUGH1NQ
and GUTTERS

—

PLUMBING & HEATING

HEAVY SHEET METAI

Fairbanks Mors#
My#rs
Deming
Sto-Rit#
Dayton
General Electric
A. O.
Smith — Franklin — Century
Delco & many others.

—

Bert Reimink's
"Dependable"

RESIDENTIAL-

SERVICE

work

ELECTRIC MOTOR
SERVICE

hit

COMMERCIAL—

,

replaced

tendance.
But dispitethe increase in attendance, officials called 1960 a
safe year at the park, with no
drowningsor other serious water
accidents reported and only one
American version.
serious injury in park auto traffic.
The meeting at Third ReformThe camping season generally
ed Church is a change in place begins each year in May during
from that originally scheduled. the Tulip Time festival, and winds
Guest tickets are availableat the uo with Labor Day in September,
door.
except for a scattered few lateMrs. Charles Cooper is chairman season camping fans. for the day’s program. Door hostesses will be Mrs. William Thomas M. Denning Sr.
Schriesand Mrs. Robert Cooper'.
Dies in Grand Haven

INDUSTRIAL-

WELL
PUMP
MOTOR

^

Tin

Haven State Park in general at-

LET THESE EXPERTS HELP YOU

1

all

and was second only to Grand

have responsibility during the day
shift. Coverage of emergency ser-

in

.ol

in the season in
large numbers, in order td avoid
the huge crowds of campers which
always turn out during the peak
months of July and August. The
result was a more nearly even
distribution throughout the camping season,officials said, although
crowds were still biggest during
the peak months.
Holland State Park led all other
State parks in the number of camping permits issued, officials said,

for which operatingroom personnel

K. D. Robbers

She

summer

to the park both

SERVICE DIRECTORY

In operating rooms and recovery
rooms, the number of patients

Rentals

had lived us this commumiy
her Ufa
a member
Third tutor med Church

a movement by

campers to come
earlier and later

-Thomas

Holland Hospital cared for 3.3
vice is still not what administration
fewer patients per day than during
and medical staff desire but probthe previous year, accounting for a
FREDERICK S. BURD
lems are constantlybeing discussllollnndHospital Director
drop of 1,0% patientdays. Births
ed and new ideas tried. Much of
ICE MACHINES
also dropped from 1,021 to 995.
the problem is due to the size of
Miss Ruth Elaine Zwemer. Yet, total earnings were approxi- capacitjrbut are used with admin- the hospital,volume of business
AIR CONDITIONERS
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Law- mately $50,000 higher than the pre- istrative permission for ward paand lack of interns and residents.
tients
who
need
segregation.
rence Zwemer. 260 East Ninth St., ceding year, the increase coming
INDUSTRIAL
OMetricn
and Kenneth Dale Rabbers. son of mainly from the special service
Administrative
The obstetricaldepartmentdeEQUIPMENT
Mr. and Mrs. James Rabbers Sr., departments — laboratory, pharAn important administrativeadof route 5. were united in mar- macy, medical and surgical sup- vance was authorizedwith in- liveredslightly fewer babies than
So/es and Service
the previous year but with other
riage Friday at 8 p.m. in the par- plies and an increased number of stallationof the Royal McBee
activities in the department,the
sonage of First Reformed Church. out-patients.
system which embodies a comstaff found much to occupy the
The double ring ceremony was
Expenses were approximately binationrequisition,report and time. Demonstrationclasses were
performedby the Rev. Raymond $98.opo higher, mainly because of charge slip in one form combined
Van Heukelom before the fireplace a salary adjustment July 1. 1959, with addressographidentifications inaugurated in the departmenton
Air Conditioning
which was banked with bouquets as well as increased coverage of the patient. Preliminary work, a twice weekly basis to teach
W* Service Whof We Sell
mothers baby bath technique.The
of carnations and candelabra.
certain areas and the rise in price was completed during the fiscal
series of prenatal classes contin228 Pin#
Ph EX 4-8902
Attending the couple were the of many supplies. In spite of this, i -vcar an(1 installation was done in
ued. adding an evening series for
bride's sister, Marilyn Zwemer, the hospital finished the year in [October, 19W- Earlier in the year,
expectantparents, with one of
and the groom’s brother, James the black (before depreciation)in a new National (ash Register
the hospital guilds underwritingthe
Rabbers Jr.
excess of
bookkeeping machine was put into
cost of these classes.
Clara Brink provided piano mun56Practicals,Pinkies
d
sic and also accompanied Jim
Holland Hospital can he proud
X-Ray Department
The practical nurse affiliation
Knoll who sang “Because" and of its personnel figures compared! ^or ^e^er Pro'ec^on f'001 enn*with Grand Rapids Junior College
“The Lord's Prayer” at the re- .with figures just released by thcialion- lhe hospital purchased adcontinuesto grow and is becoming
eeption held for about 45 guests , American Hospital Association.Of illslab,e -lead-rubber screens for
an even more important part of
ARMSIRONG
in Cumerf ord's Restaurant. 34 general hospitals in Michigan of Patients havin8 cht*sl x'ra>'s and
hospital functions. On Aug. 31,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Brink were
to 175 beds 'Holland has 130' lcad rubber aprons for technician
CALL
1939, six students completed affili-TONT“MIKE**
mastci .inrl mistress of ceremo- the average number of employes use while operating the portable ation and two joined the local
and
nies. Miss Ruth Lam and Miss per occupied beds is 2.22. Holland machines.Film badge monitoring
staff full time and one pact time
Marjon Under WiH assisted at the Hospital has 1.87. Only seven hos- was extended to year-round service
G. E. FURNACES
Six more completed courses in
gift table and Miss (arol Weyen- [pj^ had fewer employes per pa- and additional personnel was added
January, 1%0. and all stayed on as
at
burg and Holland Tien served , tjent bearing out the director's to the badge service. The main- full time employes. Twelve more
Heating
• Air Conditioning
tenance
department
constructed
a
opinion that Holland Hospital has
finished in September.I960, and
Tne couple will return Jan 9 a fine groUp 0j employes who
bo'der on a rocking horse for
Eaves Troughing
eight more began affiliation late
from a wedding trip tp Florida. !effjcjent|y amj conscientiously. US(.’ small children,eliminatin June. The most pressing need
Ph. EX 6-7716 & ED 5-8353
The groom is a machinist at IXL ; Salary-wise. Holland pays an *n8 exposure to persons who would
at present is an adequate classMachine Shop.
average ol $3,767.20 (total salaries otherwise hold them during x-rays, room for these students.
divided by total employes'.
Laboratory
The cooperativetraining or
Holland
Slightly
high in the state group was $4.- 1 The laboratoryhas continued an "pinkie” program had a success282 49. the low $1,960.26, Only six increased volume, about 10 per ful year. There were nine girls
Hurt in Fall From Cau
hospitals had a higher average cent over the previous year, 'set- from Holland High and 10 from
INC.
A Holland woman escaped seri- salary and 27 had lower. Part of ting a new record of 4.200 tests Holland Christian. For the first
ous injury early Saturday when she this is due .to Holland s SI per a month, compared with a previous time in several years, all complet8<h & WASHINGTON
fell from a car at 1.40 a m. on hour minimum which many hos- high of 3.300. Important in new ed the program, and 11 of the 19
L'S-31. one-l\alf mile south of M-50 pitals have yet to achieve. • equipment . acquisition was t h e have definiteplans to enter
Repairing
June Russell. 32. of 4to West ! In August. 1939. the hospital was flame spectrbphometer and a new nursing schools and one will enter
18th St., was releasedfrom Holland inspectedby the Joint Commission electrocardiograph machine An- ' a school for practical nursing.
Hospital after treatment for body on the Accreditationof Hospitalsother new important procedure Three others will enter college and
Rewinding
bruises and minor scalp lacera- and received only a one-year ac- was the addition of 'the Coombs i perhaps enter nursing,
lions, accordingto hospital offi- creditation. The hospital was again crqssmatch in the blood transRemembranceFund
Ball & Site?# Bearings
inspectedJune 29. I960, and since fusion rout me This gives an added
For the first time since its estabInstallation
6 Service
Ottawa County deputies said the then has been fully accredited for factor ot safety in crossmatching ishment. funds have been used
ON POWER EQUIPMENT
woman was a passenger in a car three years. Before the second blood not previously possiblew ith from the RemembranceFund to
Distributors
lot
driven by Dale W. Schut. 28. of inspection, considerable work was the regular crossmatch,
purchase new furniture for ; paWAGNER MOTORS
route 1, Hudsonville.-She said she done to improve the hospital’s
Nursing Service
tient's rooms. A total of $3,628.35
Cracksr-Whseler
Motors
had been leaning against the right position. Medical staff by laws! Holland s coverage in terms of | was spent to purchase 24 easy
Gales V Belli & Shears*
re completely revised ami medi- 1 hours of nursing care per patient | chairs, 46 reading lamps, fwcfl
front door of the vehicle when the
PHONE EX 4-4000
door opened and she fell out of the
staff members pul forth ajday I'omp.ire-\ery satisfactorily! dressers and 23 bedside iabmet>
eflort to seed hat patient with the national average, but does
Hospital Auxiliary
ear. Schut told deputies he was
iris were up to date and com- not give as much coverage a*
driving south on US-31 at about 50
Volunteershave put in o\erj
te prior to the inspectionithe staff would like in the area of t'l.ooo hours in a number activities
miles an hour when the mishap
lluilding
! the acutely- ill The
hospitalcon- such as staffing the hospitality
occurred.
onductive flooring in the oper- i tinue* to hire all qualifiedregis shop, acting as hostesses, mail
tig suite and deliveryroom area ! tered nurse*- who apply and has ladies, as well as sewing, assent- 1
Mrs. Anno Hoodemo
mo _ adually increasedthe number 1 blmg patient folders and the all-!
Succumbs at Age 90
cost to o! graduate practical nurses env i important activities in ruieing
ce with ployed, thus decreasing the num- 1 funds During the fiscal year, the
ol
Mrs Anna Houdema
nail ad her of nur»tv aides
j auxiliary purchased over $5,700
Kin M., d>ed Monday morn Ch
er room Several new pieces of equip I worth pf* necessary equipment
lug at Parkview ('onvalescentditioo wa. in,
jtors or. imnt hate enabled the
The Future
Home in Zeeland where she had to hou»i' cim
late fire stalt to give patients imptoved Perhaps most important is startbeen a patient lor iu
rownmendji
-c stack core .‘.mong them are three alter- j mg plans fu. expanding the hos-.
88m was nom in Hoilanii i§d marshal Th
1

flects•

all

Married to

Woman

..

which besides improving employe
'performance will provide a basis
for merit increases.

Zwemer

;

.. .....

.

Always Seek

inches (Dec. 22>, 3.5

%

majoring in music at Hope

*.

Woman Treated for Minor GRAND HAVEN
both financial and architectural, serious considerationis Increasing
Michael Denning, Sr., 82, of 1450
Injuries FollowingCrash
should
be
started
in
the
coming
potentially dangerous heating pads
salary levels, particularlyfor proPennoyer Ave., died at 3 a.m. Satcan be discontinued.An improve- year.
fessionalytrained personnel. HosMrs.
Myrtle
Lackie, 82. of 87 urday in Municiptl Hospital folThe present laboratory space is
ment the pasj year was the adEast Ninth St., was releasedfrom lowing surgery two weeks ago for
dition of ident-o-bandsfor all pa- crowded to capacity and with the pitals in general will be faced with
Holland Hospital after treatment a fracturedhip.
great
pressures
in
the
next
few
tients. Previously only newborns, arrival of a fulltime pathologist
for facial bruises suffered in a twoHe retiredin 1955 from Eagle
years
to
pay
higher
salaries
more
and
the
need
for
pathology
laborobstetric and pediatric patients
car
accident at 10:40 p.m. Mon- Ottawa Leather Co. where he was
in
line
with
the
training
and
reatory facilities,areas outside the
had such identification.
sponsibilitiesinvolved. Hospital day at the intersectionof 17th employed for 40 years.
Nursing units procedurebooks laboratory must be utilized.
Surviving are three daughters,
Pharmacy is rapidly outgrowing employes have suddenly awakened St. and River Ave.
were partially revised, indexed and
Mrs.H Lackie was a passenger in Mrs. Willard Ringholz of Sandusky,
its space and a number of other to the fact that they as a group
a number of new procedures were
have not fared so well salary-wise a car driveh by Beatrice C. Kuite, Ohio. Mrs. Charles Engle of Grand
added includingcomplete methods areas need to be evaluated for
61, of 632 Michigan Ave., according Rapids and Mrs. James Duer of
future needs. Appointment of a as groups in other businesses and
of handling patientswith all types
committee
to
investigate these industries. All hospitalswill have to Holland police. The driver of the Spring Lake: two sons, Thomas
of communicable diseases. Early
needs and the necessary financing to face up to this problem and do second car involved in the crash and Robert of Grand Haven: 18
in 1960 a system was set up for
was identified by police as Lynda grandchildrenand 16 great grandsomething about it.
routine written evaluation on all is strongly recommended.
F. Langeland, 17, of Hamilton.
children.
This
prospect
may
look
grim
Another problem which needs
nursing personnel performance
hopes for additionalunits so

inches in 1959, 13 inches in 1958.
Recommended for
7 inches in 1957 and 3 inches in
Expansion Program
1956. Greatest amount of snow in
a 24-hour period was 7 inches, An annual report for the fiscal
compared with 2 inches in 1959, 6
year of Holland City Hospital endinches in 1958, 7.4 inches in 1957
ing June 30, I960, has been preand 3.8 inches in 1956.
December weather brought with pared by Hospital Director FredIt more than its share of traffic erick S. Burd. The 11-page mimeohazards. Glaze, slippery streets, graphed report covers aspects of
freezing rain and driftingsnow a growing program in which board
were listed on several occasitons. and staff constantlyseek improvements.
Parts of the report follow:
Finances

Miss

is

College. Her home is Kochi City,
Japan.
Following the traditionof Japanese women who pursue a life
time study of flower design, she
had already completed four years
of private tutoringin the Ikenobo
school, which was the first school
of flower arrangementin Japan,
started by a Buddhist priest 1200
years ago.
Miss Kanamori will appear in
native dress. Her arrangements
and containers will be authentic
Japanese style, not revised to the

for 1960 of 36.21 inches and a total

of

first

Already known in Holland for

Weather Observer William De

total

be the

meeting of the new year.

Michigan.

Officialssaid the increase re-

and guests on Thursday, Jan. 5 at

ember

s

entire

There was a big increase in
ers,” a program of authenticJa- campers at the parji in 1960. Park
panese flower arrangement,will officials said that 6,224 camping
permits were issued in 1960. as
be given by Miss Sakiko. Kana- compared to 5,799 in 1959. The
mori for the winter enjoyment of camping permits put Holland first

sub-

compares very nearly with

for the

1,270,415

in 1959.

reduced temperature
averages for the month which

a

reached

"Japan to You Through Flow-

stantially

otherwise had indicated

seekers during the 1960 season, as
compared to the previous year.
General attendance at the park
year, raising the mark of 1,231,
138 persons who came to the park

Guest Lecture

Several days of cold weather
around Christmas time accompanied by snow assured a White

1959-60 season

1960

of campers and other pleasure-

Cold Stretch and

Boer

Attendance J
Up for

Low Side
For

State Park

tributingto better health for. the
nation.It has been through these
efforts on the part of doctors and
hospitals that the life span in this
Holland State Park recorded
country has increased almost 25
substantial increasesin attendance
years in the past 6Q years.

Readings on

Snowfall

/

since raising money Is never an

easy matter. But it should be
looked at as a challenge because
through efforts of building and
operating a hospital, we are con-

AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSIONS
SiRVICf 4 REPAIR
REBUILT UNITS
on hand ht ol)
Popukr Makes.

WIUU

PhOli

